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The quantum internet is envisioned as the ultimate stage of the quantum revolution, which surpasses its clas-
sical counterpart in various aspects, such as the efficiency of data transmission, the security of network services,
and the capability of information processing. Given its disruptive impact on the national security and the digital
economy, a global race to build scalable quantum networks has already begun. With the joint effort of national
governments, industrial participants and research institutes, the development of quantum networks has advanced
rapidly in recent years, bringing the first primitive quantum networks within reach. In this work, we aim to pro-
vide an up-to-date review of the field of quantum networks from both theoretical and experimental perspectives,
contributing to a better understanding of the building blocks required for the establishment of a global quantum
internet. We also introduce a newly developed quantum network toolkit to facilitate the exploration and evalu-
ation of innovative ideas. Particularly, it provides dual quantum computing engines, supporting simulations in
both the quantum circuit and measurement-based models. It also includes a compilation scheme for mapping
quantum network protocols onto quantum circuits, enabling their emulations on real-world quantum hardware
devices. We showcase the power of this toolkit with several featured demonstrations, including a simulation of
the Micius quantum satellite experiment, a testing of a four-layer quantum network architecture with resource
management, and a quantum emulation of the CHSH game. We hope this work can give a better understand-
ing of the state-of-the-art development of quantum networks and provide the necessary tools to make further
contributions along the way.

I. INTRODUCTION

The internet has become a truly global phenomenon that
drives the growth of the digital economy across interna-
tional borders and alters our way of life in ways that noth-
ing else has. We can attend international conferences on-
line, read news from around the world, and even com-
pute on the cloud. The idea of quantum internet aims to
expand these possibilities further with the integration of
quantum technologies. With the proper use of quantum
features, such as interference, superposition, and entan-
glement, quantum internet can greatly improve the capa-
bility of information processing, the security of informa-
tion transmission, the precision of information synchro-
nization, and even accomplish tasks impossible in classical
networks [1–12]. Particularly, it is anticipated that the cre-
ation of a fully-fledged quantum internet will have a wide
range of fascinating applications. The most well-known is
quantum key distribution, a cryptographic paradigm whose
security is ensured by the laws of physics [13, 14]. It
can also support other security-related applications, such
as blind quantum computation, which enables users to del-
egate a computational task to a quantum computer without
disclosing the computation details to the cloud server [15].
Given long-distance quantum entanglement, a quantum in-
ternet would also enable more precise time synchroniza-
tion that would help to improve the current navigation
systems [16] and facilitate new fundamental tests for a
deeper understanding of the universe [17]. Distributed
quantum computation is also promising in the long run.
As the computational power grows exponentially with the
number of quantum computers connected, we may exploit
such power to handle computationally demanding prob-
lems, such as weather forecasts, protein folding, and so
on, that are beyond the capabilities of classical computers
or individual quantum computers [18–20].
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Given the potential impact that a quantum internet could
have on the economy and society, national governments,
industrial participants and research institutes are currently
conducting extensive research and development on quan-
tum networks worldwide. It is clear that quantum inter-
net research has reached a national level. In 2016, China
launched the world’s first quantum communications satel-
lite [21–23] and established the world’s first trunk line
for secure quantum communications between Beijing and
Shanghai [24, 25], contributing to the initial steps to make
global quantum internet a reality. China has also included
quantum internet technology in its 14th Five-Year Plan for
National Informatization as one of the strategic core tech-
nologies for future development [26]. Since 2019, all 27
EU Member States have signed the European Quantum
Communication Infrastructure Declaration, demonstrating
their support for the initiative and aiming to boost the
European capabilities in quantum technology, cybersecu-
rity, and industrial competitiveness [27]. In 2020, the Na-
tional Quantum Coordination Office in the White House
published A Strategic Vision for America’s Quantum Net-
works, outlining five-year and twenty-year objectives for
the development of quantum internet [28]. Besides, coun-
tries such as Australia, Japan, Russia, etc., have all actively
made their moves for the quantum internet. The potential
of quantum internet has also attracted numerous industrial
participants. Among these are the traditional tech giants
such as Baidu and Amazon, the world’s biggest telecom-
munication companies such as AT&T, BT, and NTT, man-
ufacturing companies such as Toshiba and Cisco, and a
series of start-ups including Qunnect, evolutionQ, Aliro
Quantum, Xanadu, and QuantumCTek, etc. A majority of
these companies are concentrating their efforts on devel-
oping quantum cryptography applications that are ready
to implement with current quantum technologies, such as
quantum random number generation and quantum key dis-
tribution. Part of them also plan for the long run and study
use cases in a more advanced stage of the quantum inter-
net. A more detailed list of global efforts in quantum net-
works is summarized in Appendix A.

The state-of-the-art quantum networks are mostly aimed
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at proof-of-concept experiments for quantum physics and
the preliminary demonstration of quantum cryptography
tasks. The scalability of such networks is largely based on
trusted repeaters, where no end-to-end quantum communi-
cation actually happens. Compared to a classical network,
we are still at a primitive stage where we can merely start
to entangle different quantum devices at a small distance
in the laboratory [29]. Fully functional quantum networks
capable of transmitting and controlling entangled quantum
states in the field are still under development, the suc-
cess of which requires sustained and concerted efforts in
physics, computer science, and engineering. Recently, ex-
tensive works have been done to connect multiple quantum
devices and improve their efficiency and scalability. There
is also a Quantum Internet Research Group established in
the well-known Internet Engineering Task Force by lead-
ing experts, focusing on the design of quantum network
architectures and core topics such as routing, resource al-
location, connection establishment, interoperability, secu-
rity, and API design [30–32].

The structure of a quantum internet can be much more
complex than its classical counterpart. In addition to the
usual network performance metrics such as bandwidth,
delay, throughput, and packet loss rate, quantum factors
such as fidelity, success probability, and coherence time
should also be considered. The interplay of tons of param-
eters makes the designing and testing of quantum network
protocols beyond the scope of conventional mathematical
frameworks. To address this, various quantum network
simulators have been released, among which are the gen-
eral simulators such as NetSquid [33], SeQUeNCe [34],
QuISP [35], and SQUANCH [36], as well as specialized
simulators such as qkdX [37] and QuNet [38]. As quan-
tum networks are still under exploration, there exist nu-
merous unknowns but also ample opportunities for inno-
vation. Quantum network simulators can serve as a sand-
box for idea verification and help to significantly reduce
the possible trial-and-error costs.

Section III. Network components

Section IV. Network devices

Section II. Quantum information

Section VI. Network applications

Section V. Network protocols

Section VIII. QNET

A quantum 

network toolkit

FIG. 1. The structure of key contents in this work. The left part
is a review of quantum networks, from the underlying principles
all the way to the applications. The right part is the introduction
of our software practice in quantum network simulation.

This work aims at providing an up-to-date review of the
field of quantum networks from both theoretical and ex-
perimental perspectives. It also introduces a newly devel-

oped toolkit, QNET 1, for quantum network simulation.
We hope this work can provide a better understanding of
the state-of-the-art development of quantum networks and
provide the necessary tools to make further contributions
along the way. It should be useful to people unfamiliar
with the field and can also serve as a reference for those
within it. The remainder of the content is organized as fol-
lows (see also the structure in Figure 1). In Section II, we
give a gentle introduction to the basic concepts of quantum
information science, laying the theoretical foundations for
the understanding of quantum networks. In Section III,
we introduce the key components that make up a quantum
network, including different categories of quantum nodes
and the communication links connecting them. Quantum
networks necessarily operate on a set of infrastructures
comprising hardware, software, and applications. In Sec-
tion IV, we introduce the hardware part of a quantum net-
work by some essential devices. In Section V, we go to
the software part by discussing quantum network archi-
tectures and relevant protocols. In Section VI, we discuss
some representative applications in quantum cryptography,
quantum computing, and quantum sensing. In Section VII,
we give a brief summary of the challenges of developing a
fully functional quantum network. In Section VIII, we in-
troduce the key techniques in QNET, its basic usages and
several featured demonstrations. Finally, a conclusion is
given in Section IX, and some technical details in the main
text are delegated to the appendices.

II. QUANTUM INFORMATION IN A NUTSHELL

In this section, we discuss some prerequisites of quan-
tum information that are necessary for understanding the
working mechanism of quantum networks. Readers who
are already familiar with these concepts may skip this part
and jump to the later sections.

a. Quantum bit and superposition Central to the su-
periority of a quantum internet is the ability to process
quantum bits (qubits). A qubit is a two-level quantum sys-
tem that can be physically implemented by different ap-
proaches, such as the polarization of a photon [39], the
current of a Josephson junction [40], and the spin of an
electron [41], etc. Every qubit is associated with a state,
which represents the current status of the system. But dif-
ferent from the binary choice of a classical bit, a qubit can
possess a state beyond 0 or 1. This phenomenon is called
quantum superposition, one of the fundamental principles
of quantum mechanics. More specifically, besides the state
of 0 or 1 (or |0〉 or |1〉 in the Dirac notation), a qubit can
possess a state that is the linear combination of these iso-
lated states, such as α|0〉+ β|1〉 for any complex numbers
α and β with |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. Simply speaking, any unit
vector in a two-dimensional complex vector space repre-
sents a state of qubit. We can also map these states to
points on the unit sphere, known as the Bloch sphere. In
this perspective, a classical bit could only be at one of the
two poles, where |0〉 and |1〉 are located; but a qubit can
appear at any point on the sphere. This difference can be-

1 The name of QNET is taken from the abbreviation of Quantum NETwork.
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come even more significant as the number of qubits in-
creases. Generally, while n classical bits can only encode
one of the 2n possible states at a time, n qubits can co-
herently encode all 2n states through superposition. This
remarkable phenomenon enables the possibility of paral-
lel information processing and eventually underpins the
speedup of quantum computation [42–47].

b. Quantum entanglement Quantum entanglement is
another striking feature of quantum mechanics, revealing
the quantum nature in the multipartite scenario. Two fea-
tures of entanglement make it an ideal resource for quan-
tum networks. First, entangled states can be strongly cor-
related such that the measurement outcomes of two qubits
can always be matched, even though their outcomes are
completely random. For example, if two parties share a
Bell state (|00〉 + |11〉)/

√
2, by measuring each of the

two qubits independently, one obtains a random distribu-
tion of 0 and 1 with equal probability. However, if the
outcomes of the two independent measurements are com-
pared, one observes that every time the measurement of
a qubit yielded 0, so did the measurement of the other
qubit, and the same happened with outcome 1. Remark-
ably, such coordination is independent of the distance be-
tween the separated parties, making entanglement an ideal
resource for data synchronization (e.g., in entanglement-
based quantum key distribution [14], clock synchroniza-
tion [16]) and transmission (e.g., in the quantum telepor-
tation protocol [48]). Second, due to the inherent property
of monogamy, entanglement cannot be shared with a third
party. This underpins the security of entanglement-based
or device-independent types of quantum key distribution
and many other quantum cryptography applications [49].
Despite being spooky and counter-intuitive, the existence
of quantum entanglement has been rigorously confirmed
by plenty of experiments [50–58]. Notably, a Nobel Prize
in Physics was awarded in 2022 to Alain Aspect, John F.
Clauser and Anton Zeilinger for their pioneering work in
this direction [59].

c. Quantum measurement Quantum measurement is
a fundamental operation that helps to extract information
from a quantum system [60, 61]. A quantum measure-
ment, according to the postulate of quantum mechanics,
will collapse the measured quantum state and return a ran-
dom outcome, the probability of which depends on the
measurement operation and the state itself. For instance,
if the outcome of measuring a superposed quantum state
α|0〉 + β|1〉 (in the computational basis) is zero, then the
qubit collapses into the corresponding state |0〉 and any
further measurement will give zero as the outcome with
certainty, regardless of the parameters α, β in the super-
posed state. As a result, although the superposition prin-
ciple permits a qubit to retain more than one bit of infor-
mation, only one bit can be retrieved at a time by mea-
surement. The disruptive nature of quantum measurement
makes it difficult to extract information from a quantum
state without causing disturbance. This, however, happens
to make qubit an ideal information carrier for the defense
against attackers. Besides information extraction, quan-
tum measurement can also be leveraged to steer quantum
computation in the measurement-based model [62], which
lays the foundation for blind quantum computation, one of
the most important applications in a quantum internet [15].

d. No-cloning theorem Unlike classical information
that can be readily duplicated, the no-cloning theorem
states that it is impossible to create an identical copy of an
arbitrary and unknown quantum state [63]. That is, there
exists no unitary transformation U such that U |ϕ〉|0〉 =
|ϕ〉|ϕ〉 for any |ϕ〉, where |0〉 is a blank quantum state.
This results in both advantages and limitations. On the
one hand, the no-cloning theorem guarantees that informa-
tion embedded in a quantum state cannot be easily stolen
by a malicious party because the intercepted qubits can-
not be copied, and extracting the information by quantum
measurement will inevitably disturb the state and be de-
tected. This underpins the security of many quantum net-
work applications, such as quantum key distribution [13].
On the other hand, no-cloning makes quantum informa-
tion processing much more challenging than its classical
counterpart. For instance, techniques for classical infor-
mation processing, such as signal amplification, retrans-
mission, and so on, cannot be directly applied to quan-
tum networks, making it necessary to find new schemes to
counteract losses and errors.

III. QUANTUM NETWORK COMPONENTS

A quantum network will work synergistically with the
existing classical internet, but it also demands some ex-
tra quantum components to support new applications and
services. These primarily include different categories of
quantum nodes and communication links connecting them.
Depending on the role it plays, a quantum node can be
a quantum endnode, quantum repeater, quantum switch,
quantum router, quantum satellite and so on. As the clas-
sical information processing is always indispensable, we
assume that every quantum node has the capability of clas-
sical computation built-in. On top of this, every quantum
node should contain both the software and hardware parts,
particularly a protocol stack defining the rules of infor-
mation exchange and quantum hardware devices respon-
sible for the implementation of specific requests. As for
the communication links, they may consist of classical or
quantum channels, depending on the type of information to
propagate. In the following, we highlight the basic compo-
nents required to construct a quantum network. An illus-
trative diagram of these components and their relationships
is depicted in Figure 2.

a. Quantum endnode The quantum endnode usually
represents a user or client who can send or receive quan-
tum information. It can also be a cloud server that pro-
vides quantum computing services to the public. These
nodes typically play the role of the source or destination
of a service request. For instance, a request is started by a
quantum endnode and travels through intermediary nodes
before reaching the destination endnode. This request is
subsequently handled by the target endnode in accordance
with the applicable protocols, and it is then sent back to the
initiator. Finally, end-to-end quantum services can be ac-
complished by repeating these transactions back and forth.
A quantum endnode (as well as other nodes) typically con-
tains two types of qubits: communication qubits for gener-
ating entanglement with distant nodes and memory qubits
for data storage and computation. Depending on the use
cases, a quantum endnode can be equipped with very sim-
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Quantum Satellite

Quantum 
Repeater

Quantum 
Endnode

Protocol Stack
Quantum Teleportation
Resource Management
Network Routing
Entanglement Generation
Key Generation
Quantum Error Correction
…

Hardware Devices
Single-photon Source
Single-photon Detector
Entangled-photon Source
Beamsplitter
Quantum Memory
Quantum Transducer
…

Quantum Optical Fiber Channel

Classical Optical Fiber Channel

Quantum 
Switch

FIG. 2. An illustration of a quantum network and its key components. A quantum network comprises a collection of quantum nodes and
communication links between them. Typical quantum nodes include quantum endnodes, quantum repeaters, quantum switches/routers,
and quantum satellites. Each node is equipped with a protocol stack and relevant hardware devices that work together to provide
network services. Communication links can consist of both classical and quantum channels connecting two ends for data transmission.

ple devices consisting of barely a photon source or a pho-
ton detector. Such an endnode can work with applications
like quantum key distribution. To support sophisticated
applications such as blind quantum computation, a quan-
tum endnode may require durable quantum memories and
fault-tolerant quantum computers.

b. Quantum repeater Because of the environmental
noise and channel attenuation, information can readily be
contaminated and get lost over a long distance transmis-
sion. In particular, quantum communication requires the
transmission of fragile photons that cannot travel indef-
initely in fibers or through the air. The longer the dis-
tance, the more likely they will be absorbed or scattered.
This issue is resolved in classical networks by repeaters
that can copy and amplify the received signals for further
transmission. As for quantum networks, information car-
ried in qubits cannot be copied or amplified due to the no-
cloning theorem [63], making classical repeaters not ap-
plicable for quantum communication. To overcome the
barrier of long-distance qubit transmission, quantum re-
peaters were introduced [64]. These nodes are deployed in
the middle of endnodes to divide the whole transmission
line into smaller segments, thereby reducing the distance
of direct transmission to an acceptable range. Depend-
ing on the underlying mechanism, there are at least two
types of quantum repeaters in principle [65–71]. The first
type starts with the generation of long-range entanglement
through a combination of protocols, such as herald entan-
glement generation, entanglement swapping and entangle-
ment distillation. Then quantum information is transferred
via quantum teleportation with the established entangle-
ment. (More discussions on these protocols will be given
in Section V.) The second type relies on the techniques
of quantum error correction that directly encode the quan-
tum information in a block of physical qubits and send
it toward the next hop. For the time being, the practi-
cal use of quantum repeaters is still hindered by the chal-
lenges of simultaneously realizing and integrating all the

key capabilities [72]. In particular, the first type of quan-
tum repeater requires entanglement generation for the ele-
mentary links in a heralded way; that is, one has to know
when the entanglement has been successfully established.
It also requires durable quantum memories to temporar-
ily store the established short-range entanglement so as to
perform entanglement swapping when two adjacent entan-
gled pairs are both ready. The second type of quantum
repeater can be much more efficient in time but requires
joint manipulation of numerous qubits and higher initial
fidelity of the transmitted states (refer to the threshold the-
orem [73]). Besides what has been mentioned, a hybrid
quantum repeater that combines different approaches can
also be considered [66, 74]. Although practical quantum
repeaters do not yet exist, several lab experiments involv-
ing networks of two or three nodes have made some pro-
gresses [29, 75–77]. It is also worth noting that trusted re-
peaters are frequently used as a temporary solution at the
current stage, for example, in the Beijing-Shanghai Trunk
Line, the Tokyo QKD network, and many other networks
in the field, where no end-to-end quantum communication
actually happens [78]. Photons that arrive at the trusted re-
peaters are measured, and fresh photons in the right state
are sent toward the next repeater station in the chain. While
trusted repeaters do help to extend the applicable distances
for specific applications, they are essentially classical and
will compromise the security of the network.

c. Quantum satellite Due to the photon loss, the ef-
fective distance of photon transmission in optical fibers or
terrestrial free space is limited to a few hundred kilome-
ters. Quantum repeaters on the ground may extend the
communication distance to a few thousand kilometers. To
further expand the coverage of quantum networks and re-
alize a truly global quantum internet, quantum satellites
and space-based links should be exploited [79, 80]. In this
case, most of the photons’ propagation paths are in vac-
uum, and thus the photon loss and decoherence can be sig-
nificantly reduced. In 2016, China launched the first quan-
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tum communications satellite, successfully demonstrating
its integration with ground-based networks and the distri-
bution of secure keys and quantum entanglement at space
scales [21]. In 2022, the first micro-nano quantum satel-
lite has also been launched by China, which is smaller but
more efficient in its performance [81]. Stimulated by these
outstanding results, other countries such as Austria [82],
Germany [83], French [84], Singapore [85], Canada [86]
and the United Kingdom [87], have all making efforts in
building and launching their quantum satellite missions,
especially nanosatellites that helps to reduce cost and de-
velopment time. Despite significant progress, there re-
mains plenty of room for improvement in both science and
engineering aspects [21]. First, the propagation of quan-
tum signals through free space is prone to atmospheric tur-
bulence and weather conditions, significantly limiting the
practical application of quantum satellites. New technolo-
gies to release the constraints of working conditions for
quantum satellites are desired. Second, compared to the
classical satellite, quantum satellites require adapting the
existing optical tracking techniques to the needs of quan-
tum communication and building devices that can oper-
ate in a satellite without the need for heavy maintenance.
Third, a constellation combining low-earth-orbit and high-
earth-orbit quantum satellites is necessary for construct-
ing a global-scale quantum network. While more satellites
with varying orbital altitudes should be launched, the cost
of manufacture is also an important consideration to take
into account.

d. Quantum switch/router In a classical network, in-
formation can be transmitted when two users are directly
connected by a communication link. However, as the
number of users grows, it becomes impractical to con-
nect every pair of users via a physical link. Switches
are then created as central nodes to facilitate information
exchange by connecting various network users. A quan-
tum switch would play a similar role by linking several
users to it and attempting to establish multipartite quan-
tum entanglement, such as Bell states or general Green-
berger–Horne–Zeilinger (GHZ) states [88], among them.
The entanglement switching mainly involves two steps.
First, bipartite entanglement between the user and the
switch is created in parallel. Second, local operations and
measurements are carried out on the bipartite entangled
states to produce multipartite entanglement for a set of
users. In this sense, a quantum switch can be considered
a multipartite generalization of a quantum repeater, but
it should also include routing logic to determine the best
route to switch and the capability of resource management
to handle multiple requests. Because of the decoherence
and limited size of quantum memories, prioritizing entan-
glement switching affects the switch’s performance, such
as the fidelity of the distributed entanglement, the latency
of the entanglement requests, and the throughput of the
switch. Some analytical studies on the interplay of these
factors have been given in [89–92].

e. Communication link A link represents the con-
nection between two nodes in the network. It is usu-
ally referred to as a topological concept and should con-
tain specific classical or quantum channels for the actual
information transmission. Classical channels in a quan-
tum network are the same as those in a classical network
and are responsible for transmitting classical messages be-

tween the nodes they connect to. Quantum channels, how-
ever, are responsible for transmitting quantum informa-
tion. Given that quantum teleportation allows the trans-
mission of quantum states by consuming shared entangle-
ment, a link may also refer to the nonlocal correlation of
quantum entanglement between different nodes.

IV. QUANTUM NETWORK DEVICES

In this section, we investigate the hardware part of a
quantum network, which is responsible for the physical
implementation of all kinds of quantum services and appli-
cations. We will put our focus on the discussion of quan-
tum devices, particularly, sources for photon emission and
entanglement generation, detectors for information read-
out, quantum transducers for signal conversion, quantum
memories for data storage, and quantum channels for pho-
ton transmission. Before proceeding to their details, we
remark that devices responsible for classical computation
and communication also play a significant part in quan-
tum networks and that their performance can constitute a
bottleneck for the overall efficiency of the network [93].
However, these are beyond the scope of this work. More
in-depth discussions on the hardware aspect of quantum
networks can refer to [7, 12] and references therein.

a. Single-photon source Different from coherent or
thermal light sources, a single-photon source is a device
that emits single photons. Such a device is needed in quan-
tum key distribution and other quantum cryptography ap-
plications because multi-photon pulses would compromise
security by allowing eavesdroppers to collect information,
e.g., by the photon-number-splitting attack [94]. An ideal
single-photon source should meet the following criteria:
a single photon can be emitted with certainty and on de-
mand; vacuum or multiple-photon emission occurs with
zero probability; successively emitted photons are indistin-
guishable; and the repetition rate is arbitrarily large. Ap-
parently, deviations from these ideal features are always
present in reality. These deviations lead to the performance
metrics, most importantly, the frequency that determines
the repetition rate of the light pulse emission, the wave-
length and bandwidth that define the intrinsic attributes of
the released photons, and the mean photon number that
represents the average number of photons per signal pulse.
In terms of physical realizations, two distinct technolo-
gies have been explored [95, 96]. The first one is deter-
ministic sources, also referred to as on-demand sources,
that can be realized in systems such as semiconductor
quantum dots [97–100], mesoscopic quantum wells [101],
single molecules [102–104], single atoms [105], single
ions [106, 107], and color centers [108–110]. The other
is probabilistic sources, which can be realized by weak
lasers [111], atomic cascades [112], and parametric down-
conversion [113, 114]. These sources emit photons in
pairs so that the detection of one photon heralds another
photon. The distinction between deterministic and prob-
abilistic sources can be blurred in practice. Determinis-
tic sources can become more probabilistic with the de-
crease of extraction loss and coupling efficiency, and prob-
abilistic sources can become more deterministic by multi-
plexing [115]. Although perfect sources are not achiev-
able in reality, significant advancements have been made
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towards ever-improving approximations [116, 117]. The
state-of-the-art source can generate a single photon on de-
mand with a probability of 57% at a repetition rate of
1 GHz and with average two-photon interference visibil-
ity of 97.5% [118]. Another recent experiment success-
fully yields single-photon source characteristics such as a
single-photon purity of 99.8% and indistinguishability of
92.6% by tailoring solid-state single-photon sources with
stimulated emissions [119].

b. Single-photon detector A photon detector is a
highly sensitive device that converts incoming photons
into electrical signals and is capable of detecting and spec-
ifying the arrival times of individual photons [96, 120].
An ideal detector should meet the following criteria: the
probability that the detector successfully detects a photon
when it arrives is one hundred percent; the rate at which
the detector is triggered in the absence of any incident pho-
tons is zero; the time after a photon-detection event during
which the detector is incapable of detecting a photon is
zero; and the variation from event to event in the delay be-
tween the input of the optical signal and the output of the
electrical signal is zero. Deviations from these ideals neg-
atively impact experiments in various ways, and thereby
the performance of a detector is usually characterized by
a set of metrics, including detection efficiency, dark count
rate, dead time, and timing jitter. Besides photon detection,
an ideal photon detector should be able to distinguish the
number of photons in an incident pulse, which is referred
to as the photon-number resolution. While non-photon-
number-resolving detectors can be realized by the quan-
tum dot [121], single-photon avalanche photodiode [122],
superconducting nanowire [123] and up-conversion tech-
nique [124], the more demanding photon-number resolv-
ing detectors can be realized by the superconducting-
tunne-junction [125], transition-edge sensor [126], charge-
integration technique [127], quantum-dot optically gated
field-effect transistor [128] and so on. The state-of-the-
art detectors are made by the cryogenic superconducting
nanowire single-photon detectors, whose efficiency can be
as high as 98% [129] and timing jitter below 3ps [130].

c. Entangled photon source An entangled photon
source is a device that produces the entangled states, re-
quired for reliable quantum communication and the ma-
jority of quantum network applications. An ideal entan-
gled photon source should satisfy the following criteria: at
a given time, only one pair of entangled photons is emit-
ted; the emitted two-photon state is exactly the standard
Bell state; individual photons emitted in different trials
should be indistinguishable from each other; and the pho-
tons can be extracted and collected from the source with
certainty [131]. There are at least two approaches that are
frequently used in realizing entangled photon sources in
practice. The first approach is by using the technique of
spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) [132–
134], which is a nonlinear optical process in which a strong
pump field induces the spontaneous emission of two lower-
energy photons (referred to as signal and idler photons).
Because SPDC is fundamentally a probabilistic process,
the correlations of entangled photon pairs can be revealed
only after post-selection, and the conversion efficiency is
typically as low as 10−6 [135]. Nevertheless, probabilis-
tic entangled pair generation via SPDC remains the most
widely used approach, owing mainly to its relative sim-

plicity and versatility. The other approach for making an
entangled photon source is using the radiative cascades in
single quantum emitters, such as atoms [136] and quan-
tum dots [137, 138]. A state-of-the-art entangled photon
source based on quantum dots has been reported in [139]
that achieves an entanglement fidelity of 90%, pair gener-
ation rate of 59%, pair extraction efficiency of 62%, and
photon indistinguishability of 90%, simultaneously.

d. Quantum transducer Transducers are devices that
can convert a signal from one physical platform to another.
Examples are microphones that convert air pressure into
an electrical signal and antennae that convert propagating
electromagnetic waves into conducted electrical signals.
Quantum transducers are designed to play a similar role
by faithfully converting quantum information between dif-
ferent platforms. Extensive efforts have been made in the
physics community to investigate schemes and technolo-
gies enabling such an interface [8, 140–142]. Of particular
importance is the microwave-to-optical transducer [143–
145]. On the one hand, superconducting quantum com-
puters, which manipulate quantum information via mi-
crowave signals, are one of the most developed approaches
to implementing quantum computers. On the other hand,
there is broad consensus in the field that optical photons
should be used as the information carrier for long-distance
communication due to their advantages, such as low in-
teraction with the environment, ease of control with stan-
dard optical devices, and high-speed low-loss transmissiv-
ity. As a result, a scalable quantum network that connects
disparate quantum computers requires a quantum trans-
ducer that reliably converts quantum signals between mi-
crowave modes and optical modes (used in quantum com-
puting and quantum communication, respectively). How-
ever, because the energy (frequency) gap between these
two domains exceeds five orders of magnitude, such a
microwave-to-optical conversion can be incredibly chal-
lenging. The quality of an ideal quantum transducer can
be evaluated by its high conversion efficiency, broad band-
width, low added noise, and high quantum capacity [146].
In terms of conversion efficiency, a state-of-the-art exper-
iment is reported in [147] that achieves a conversion ef-
ficiency of 47%. For a more comprehensive summary of
quantum transducers, please refer to the recent review pa-
per [148] and references therein.

e. Quantum memory Quantum memory is a quan-
tum analog of classical memory, used to store and retrieve
quantum states. It can be of significant use in multiple
contexts. One of the simple but potentially important ap-
plications is to enhance the efficiency of a single-photon
source. Given a probabilistic single-photon source such
as parametric down-conversion, one can realize a deter-
ministic source of single photons by detecting a herald-
ing photon in a pair while storing the other one in mem-
ory and releasing it on demand. Quantum memories are
also indispensable for developing long-distance quantum
communication via quantum repeaters. As photons from
different entangled sources do not always arrive at the re-
peater stations simultaneously, quantum memories can be
used as a synchronization tool by storing the first arriving
qubits and waiting for the later ones, allowing for the effec-
tive implementation of entanglement swapping. Moreover,
quantum memories can also serve as an essential compo-
nent in advanced quantum computers to store the interme-
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diate computational results and synchronize data in a dis-
tributed computational task. As for physical implementa-
tions, quantum memories can be realized through a vari-
ety of approaches, such as atomic ensembles [149, 150],
cold neutral atoms [151], doped crystals [152], and partic-
ularly in photonic systems [153–162]. The performance
of a quantum memory can be evaluated by metrics such
as the probability that the stored information can be suc-
cessfully retrieved, the fidelity of the retrieved information
compared to the original one, the storage time that infor-
mation can be faithfully retained, and the bandwidth that
determines the achievable repetition rates. A state-of-the-
art quantum memory that uses silicon vacancies in dia-
mond has been reported in [163] that achieves a lifetime
exceeding 2 seconds at temperatures up to 4.3 kelvin.

f. Quantum channel The propagation of quantum in-
formation in a network from one end to the other relies on
the quantum channels connecting them. These channels
can be either optical fiber channels or free-space channels,
each of which has advantages and limitations. The former
can leverage the well-established network of telecommu-
nication fibers and has the advantage that the environment
inside the fiber is relatively stable, thus preserving the co-
herence of photons. Nevertheless, the distance of direct
transmission of quantum states in fibers is significantly re-
stricted because the probability of photon loss grows expo-
nentially with the channel distance [72, 164, 165]. As an
example, it would take nearly three hundred years to suc-
cessfully deliver one photon over a thousand kilometers
using a typical standard telecom optical fiber with a loss
of about 0.2 decibel per kilometer [72]. In contrast, free-
space optical communication is less developed but does
not have to account for polarization scrambling induced by
optical fibers and can typically allow for higher transmis-
sion rates. Particularly in satellite communication, most
of the photon loss happens lower than 10km in the atmo-
sphere, leaving most of the photon path as vacuum with
negligible loss of photons and decoherence. Once photons
leave the atmosphere, only the dispersion effect is domi-
nated [166]. Thus, the satellite free-space optical channel
keeps the quantum information in photons intact and in-
creases the system fidelity and channel capacity, making
it an ideal approach to establishing long-distance connec-
tions [167]. The drawback of free-space communication
is that it is more susceptible to environmental disturbances
on the photons (e.g. weather changes), as well as the chal-
lenge of stabilizing the free-space coupling using point-
ing and tracking methods. However, many of these chal-
lenges have been overcome in a series of free-space quan-
tum communication demonstrations [168–177]. It is also
worth noting that the quality and efficiency of the transmis-
sion of quantum information depend not only on the com-
munication channel but also on the coding scheme we use.
The ultimate capability of a quantum channel to transmit
quantum information is characterized by its channel ca-
pacity, which is a fundamental research topic in quantum
Shannon theory. Unlike the classical theory, there is cur-
rently no efficient algorithm for calculating quantum chan-
nel capacity in general. Plenty of efforts have been made
in this direction. In particular, the quantum capacity of a
lossy channel was determined in [178]. For general quan-
tum channel models, the state-of-the-art results are given
by [179–188].

V. QUANTUM NETWORK PROTOCOLS

Designing a quantum network capable of providing both
efficient and stable quantum services to a massive num-
ber of users would require the development of a quantum-
updated version of the network architecture. In this archi-
tecture, the network functionalities should be organized as
a stack of layers, each containing specific protocols and in-
terfaces that all hardware and software must comply with.
Since quantum networks are still in the early stages of de-
velopment, there is currently no consensus on a standard
architecture yet. Different architectures have been pro-
posed in [30, 32, 189–193], and the fundamental principles
have been outlined in [31].

One possible quantum network architecture is similar
to the idea of circuit switching in the classical network,
where a dedicated communication path is established be-
fore the actual data transfer happens [189] (see also Fig-
ure 3). More specifically, the lowest element will be the
physical layer, which includes all classical and quantum
hardware devices and is responsible for the attempt at en-
tanglement generation. The link layer runs on top of the
physical layer, aiming to produce robust entanglement be-
tween neighboring stations. The network layer will be re-
sponsible for creating long-distance entanglement between
nodes that are not directly connected, by means of en-
tanglement swapping over short-distance entanglement es-
tablished from the link layer. The transport layer will be
responsible for reliable qubit transmission using quantum
teleportation. Finally, the application layer will enable ser-
vices and applications to use both classical and quantum
network capabilities. Besides circuit switching, a different
approach widely used in today’s internet is called packet
switching, in which a message is divided into many parts
which are sent independently over whatever route is op-
timum for each packet, and then get reassembled at the
destination (see Figure 4). However, the incapability of
quantum cloning and the difficulty of performing quantum
error correction make it hard to apply this idea to quan-
tum networks. Nevertheless, a conceptual design for a
packet switching quantum network has been recently pro-
posed in [192]. Quantum network protocols and architec-
tures based on quantum graph states and the measurement-
based quantum computation model have also been consid-
ered in [30, 193–195].

Qubit transmissionTransport

Long distance entanglementNetwork

Attempt entanglement generationPhysical

Link Robust entanglement generation

Application Network application

FIG. 3. An illustration of the TCP/IP architecture used in classi-
cal networks and its quantum generalization proposed in [189].

How future quantum networks will be deployed is yet
to be known. But given the nature of quantum information
processing and our experience with classical networks, it
is conceivable that several building blocks would be nec-
essary. In the following, we introduce some of the most
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(a) Circuit Switching

(b) Packet Switching

FIG. 4. An illustration of the circuit switching and packet switch-
ing used in classical networks. Suppose node A wants to send
information to node B. In circuit switching, a dedicated circuit
path is established before communication occurs. Once set up, all
communication takes place over this circuit. In packet switching,
no circuit is set up prior to the data transmission. A message is
divided into many parts, each of which is routed from the source
to the destination as individual packets.

important quantum protocols that could serve as critical
components for future quantum network stacks.

a. Quantum teleportation In classical packet switch-
ing networks, data is duplicated before transmission; if the
data is lost, retransmission is done with no harm beyond
a performance penalty (refer to the Transmission Control
Protocol [196]). With only one copy of quantum data and
the restrictions of the no-cloning theorem, we must treat
that data with extreme caution. Given the risk of data loss
in direct transmission, quantum teleportation provides a
technique for reliable transmission of quantum informa-
tion without physical movement of the object itself [48].
With local operations and shared entanglement resources,
quantum teleportation allows transmitting unknown quan-
tum states between two disparate quantum nodes regard-
less of their physical distance, thereby providing a fasci-
nating strategy for the remote transmission of quantum in-
formation in the network. Suppose that the data qubit to
teleport is |ψ〉A′ held by Alice and the shared entangle-
ment between Alice and Bob is given by |Φ〉AB . The tele-
portation starts with Alice’s implementation of a Bell state
measurement on her data qubit and half of the entangled
pair in her possession. Then Alice sends the measurement
outcomes, i.e., two random bits of classical information, to
Bob. Upon receiving the classical message, Bob performs
a corresponding correction that locally restores his state to
|ψ〉. Notably, the information that completely character-
izes the data qubit is locally destroyed on Alice’s side and
reconstructed on Bob’s side, ensuring that the no-cloning
theorem is not violated. Moreover, as the exchange of clas-
sical information from Alice to Bob is necessary, quantum

teleportation does not violate the speed of light either. Ow-
ing to the noise and errors of direct transmission, quan-
tum teleportation will serve as one of the main approaches
to transmitting qubits across a quantum network. Experi-
mental determinations of quantum teleportation have been
made in different physical systems [197–199] such as pho-
tons [200], atoms [201], electrons [202]. Utilizing the Mi-
cius satellite for space-based quantum communication, the
cutting-edge experiment sets a record for quantum telepor-
tation at a distance of 1400 kilometers [176].

b. Entanglement swapping Quantum teleportation
provides a promising approach for remote state transmis-
sion by consuming pre-shared entanglement resources.
But the preparation of long-range entanglement remains
to be solved. Since the distance of direct transmission
of entanglement is severely limited by the channel loss,
entanglement swapping was introduced to extend the dis-
tance by converting multiple neighboring entangled pairs
into one long-distance entangled pair [48, 64, 203]. Tech-
nically, entanglement swapping can be understood as a
variant of quantum teleportation. For instance, given two
independent entangled pairs, say, entangled state |Φ〉AB1

between Alice and Bob and entangled state |Φ〉B2C be-
tween Bob and Charlie, a new entangled pair between Al-
ice and Charlie can be created by performing a Bell state
measurement on Bob’s two qubits, such that qubit B1 is
teleported to Charlie using the entangled link |Φ〉B2C and
its entanglement with qubit A is maintained. After a suit-
able correction by Charlie upon receiving Bob’s measure-
ment outcomes, an entangled pair between Alice and Char-
lie can be established. Notably, entanglement swapping
can be recursively applied in practice to extend the ef-
fective distance of entanglement as demanded. Entangle-
ment swapping has received significant attention since its
initial proposal in 1998 as a subroutine of a quantum re-
peater [64], and has been experimentally demonstrated in
different platforms under both lab and field conditions up
to one hundred kilometers [29, 204–214].

c. Entanglement routing Since two endnodes in a
network may not be directly connected by a communi-
cation channel, data traveling between them would have
to pass through a series of intermediary stations. Rout-
ing is the procedure used to determine the best route for
data transmission across a network. Particularly, given that
Bell pairs can be prepared between two adjacent nodes, en-
tanglement routing considers choosing a specific network
path to establish long-distance entanglement from the ad-
jacent Bell pairs. Because quantum information suffers
from noise and decoherence, some quantum factors, such
as fidelity, coherence time, and success probability, should
be considered when designing entanglement routing pro-
tocols, making them much more involved than their clas-
sical counterpart. Routing protocols based on the idea of
classical techniques such as the Dijkstra’s algorithm are
proposed, which should be easy to implement in the near
term [215–217]. The essential strategy employed in these
studies is first to create a path using a path selection al-
gorithm with cost metrics tailored to quantum networks.
Then entanglement can be distributed along the path. Most
of these are centralized algorithms that work under the as-
sumption that each node has information about the entire
network, whereas global knowledge about the nodes or the
properties of the entangled links may not always be avail-
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able in practice. Decentralized routing schemes that use
only local knowledge about the nodes and their neighbors
have been considered in [218–220]. More efforts in con-
sidering the scalability and practical limitations of entan-
glement routing can be found in [221–224].

d. Entanglement distillation Quantum entanglement
is a critical resource in quantum networks for teleport-
ing quantum information [48], reducing communication
complexity [225], and performing quantum cryptography
tasks [13, 14]. The reliability of quantum entanglement,
however, may be undermined by environmental noise and
faulty controls. To counteract such detrimental effects, en-
tanglement distillation, also referred to as entanglement
purification, was introduced, aiming to extract high-quality
entangled states better suited for application from many
copies of the noisy ones [226]. More specifically, en-
tanglement distillation usually starts with sharing many
copies of entangled pairs between different parties and
then performing unitary transformations on their individ-
ual quantum systems. After that, quantum measurements
are performed on a portion of the entangled pairs, and
the outcomes are shared through classical communication.
Unitary transformations can again be performed on the rest
of the entangled pairs, conditioned on the measurement
outcomes. These processes can be applied recursively as
needed. Note that entangled pairs being measured will be
destroyed in the process, and when the test fails, the tested
state must also be discarded. Consequently, there are three
parameters of particular relevance in entanglement distil-
lation: the rate of transformation of primitively entangled
pairs into the final pairs, r, the success probability of dis-
tillation, p and the fidelity of the final pairs, F . The in-
terplay of these parameters has been extensively studied in
quantum information theory [227–238]. Notably, an ”un-
certainty” type of relation between the success probability
and the fidelity has been recently discovered in [239], indi-
cating that ideal distillation where p = 1, F = 1 is generi-
cally impossible. Experimental advances of entanglement
distillation can be found in [240–242].

e. Quantum error correction Quantum error correc-
tion is a set of techniques used to protect quantum informa-
tion against noise and errors in both computation and com-
munication. Its main idea is to utilize the redundancy of
physical qubits to protect the information of logical qubits.
More specifically, quantum error correction maps k qubits
into n qubits, where n > k. The k qubits are the logi-
cal qubits that we want to protect from error, and the extra
n − k qubits help to encode the k logical qubits redun-
dantly so that the encoded information is not easily con-
taminated. Quantum error correction is more sophisticated
than its classical counterpart due to the no-cloning the-
orem, the disturbance of quantum measurement, and the
involved quantum error models. In general, error correc-
tion codes cannot protect against all possible errors, and
they need to be designed to match the most likely types of
noise. One of the most famous quantum error correction
codes was given by Shor in 1995, which encodes the infor-
mation of one logical qubit onto a highly entangled state
of nine physical qubits, capable of correcting both bit flip
and phase flip errors. Since then, quantum error correction
has been an extremely active field of research [243–247].
Although the theory of quantum error correction has been
worked out in great detail, the experimental difficulties

of implementing it remain formidable. Several proof-of-
concept implementations have been recently demonstrated
in [248–252].

VI. QUANTUM NETWORK APPLICATIONS

It is believed that the quantum internet in the future will
significantly improve the capabilities of the existing inter-
net in areas such as cryptography, computing, and sens-
ing. Although it is difficult to foresee all its use cases,
several representative applications have been identified. In
this section, we discuss several quantum internet applica-
tions that are of particular interest.

A. Applications in quantum cryptography

1. Quantum key distribution

Public key cryptosystems, such as RSA, are commonly
employed for secure data transmission over the inter-
net [253]. However, the security of such systems relies
on computational assumptions, such as factoring large in-
tegers is hard for an eavesdropper. Unfortunately, these as-
sumptions can be threatened by advances in hardware and
unanticipated algorithms for computation. Shor’s quantum
algorithm for efficient factorization represents a milestone
in this regard [254]. As primitive small-scale quantum
computers have already been constructed and their com-
putational power is rapidly growing every year (refer to
the quantum Moore’s law), the implementation of Shor’s
algorithm would be expected to happen in the near fu-
ture, putting the conventional key distribution method and,
consequently, the security of relevant applications in great
danger. A countermeasure to this is quantum key distri-
bution (QKD), which encodes secret keys into quantum
information carriers for transmission [13]. Thanks to the
no-cloning theorem and the disruptive nature of quantum
measurement, any eavesdropping on the distributed quan-
tum states will unavoidably be detected. It has been proven
that quantum key distribution is information-theoretically
secure, meaning that the probability of any information
leakage can be made arbitrarily small. Such a level of se-
curity is solely based on the fundamental laws of quantum
physics and is unaffected by future advancements in com-
puting power or algorithms.

While the application of QKD in large-scale quan-
tum networks and high-security scenarios has a promis-
ing future (see [255] for a review of the national deploy-
ment of QKD networks), there are still numerous theo-
retical and experimental hurdles to overcome before its
widespread commercial use can be realized. In particu-
lar, the unconditional security of QKD is based on ide-
ally perfect single-photon sources and detectors. However,
ideal devices do not exist in practice, which introduces
security risks in the practical implementation of QKD
protocols [256]. Designing secure protocols with imper-
fect devices, such as decoy-state protocols [257–259] and
device-independent protocols [260] is of particular impor-
tance. The security proof under different attacks and with
imperfect devices should also be continuously strength-
ened [261–263]. Another challenge is the implementation
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of long-range key distribution with high key rates. One so-
lution to fix the issue is to split a long-distance channel into
multiple short-distance channels and connect them with
quantum repeaters to expand the effective distance [72].
However, quantum repeaters impose stringent demands on
quantum memories, which only provide limited perfor-
mance at the moment and thus cannot meet the require-
ments of quantum repeaters yet. An alternative scheme
is to replace quantum repeaters with trusted repeaters, but
this will sacrifice the security at the middle stations. An-
other solution to extending the distance of key distribution
is given by the technique of twin-field quantum key distri-
bution [264, 265], but the distance is still limited to a few
hundreds of kilometers.

2. Blind quantum computing

Blind quantum computing (BQC), also known as secure
delegated quantum computing, is a cloud-based quantum
computing scheme that enables users to conduct calcula-
tions privately without disclosing any information to the
server (see a review paper [266]). At the very least, there
are two ways in which BQC benefits. First, most users
will not own large devices (classical or quantum) due to
the high cost and the requirement for specialized facili-
ties to host them, making cloud computing the primary de-
livery mechanism for future quantum computing services.
Second, as computational activities may involve sensitive
information that the user does not want a third party to
know, the blindness of BQC assures that no one in the net-
work, even the service provider, cannot see what algorithm
you are running or what data you are trying to process.
This is advantageous for governments, non-governmental
organizations, and corporations that want to solve com-
putational problems that are politically or commercially
sensitive. For example, a manufacturer can simulate an
original material design without worrying that the service
provider will figure out its secret.

The ideal scenario for implementing BQC would be a
verifiable protocol between a client without any quantum
capabilities (purely classical client) and a single quantum
server. However, it has been shown that one-round per-
fectly secure BQC in this setting is impossible, i.e., the
protocol cannot satisfy both the correctness of the result
and the perfect blindness of the client’s privacy [267].
There is also negative evidence that BQC is impossi-
ble with a purely classical client and a single quantum
server [268], even though the problem itself remains open.
With these in mind, two relaxed scenarios are consid-
ered: a client with minor quantum capability (quantum
state preparation or quantum measurement) remotely ac-
cesses one quantum server [15, 269, 270] or a com-
pletely classical client remotely accesses multiple non-
communicating quantum servers [271, 272]. The latter
is very similar to the source-replacement technique used
in entanglement-based QKD, that is, to prepare a quan-
tum state by measuring part of the entangled states. But
the non-communicating assumption might be difficult to
guarantee. Some proof-of-concept demonstrations of BQC
have been given in [273–275]. However, the lack of prac-
tical quantum memories and quantum computers makes it
hard to implement large-scale BQC algorithms at present.

The frequent classical communication between the client
and service may also hamper the performance of BQC in
practice, necessitating further improvements on both clas-
sical and quantum infrastructures.

B. Applications in quantum computing

1. Quantum leader election

Leader election is a primitive subroutine in distributed
computing to avoid data inconsistencies and operation
conflicts. It is intimately connected to several fundamental
problems in distributed computing, such as the construc-
tion of spanning trees and the computation of functions on
distributed inputs [276]. The objective of the leader elec-
tion problem is to select a single leader from a collection
of distributed parties. For instance, when there is a writing
request, we hope that only one processor in the distributed
system will perform this task. If each party possesses a
unique identifier, the problem can be handled deterministi-
cally by designating the party with the largest identifier as
the leader. In the case of anonymous networks, the leader
election problem can be handled probabilistically by toss-
ing a coin [277]. However, this approach cannot solve the
problem exactly, i.e., in bounded time and with zero error,
due to the chance that all parties would receive the same re-
sult from independent random bit generators. In fact, it has
been proven that there exist an infinite number of graphs
for which the problem cannot be exactly solved even with
an unbounded (but finite) amount of communication [278–
280]. Quantum leader election aims to complete the leader
election task with the help of quantum resources. It has
been shown that the leader election problem can be exactly
solved inO(n2) rounds withO(n4) bits of communication
for the number n of parties, assuming quantum compu-
tation and communication are permitted [277]. This re-
sult was further improved in [281] which achieves a round
complexity linear in the number of parties, demonstrat-
ing significant superiority in the computational power of
distributed quantum computing over its classical counter-
part. Experimental demonstration of quantum leader elec-
tion has been conducted in linear optics [282].

2. Distributed quantum computing

Distributed quantum computing usually refers to the act
of performing a quantum computational task on two or
more distinct quantum processors and combining the re-
sults to produce a complete output [18, 20, 283–286]. Con-
sider a quantum computational task that is divisible into
several subroutines. Each of them can be executed on a
distinct quantum processor, which may be located at differ-
ent nodes in a computational network and may exchange
data with a central processor. Each processor operates on
a partial input with a fixed size, which may be uncorre-
lated, correlated, or even entangled. When the computa-
tion is finished, the central processor collects partial out-
puts from the other processors and integrates them into a
final solution. In a sense, distributed quantum computing
effectively combines multiple quantum computers into a
single, more powerful system, thereby considerably im-
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proving the capability of information processing. When
classical computers are unified by means of cloud-based
distributed architectures, the net computational capacity is
equal to the sum of the components. Quantum computers,
however, have fundamentally distinct scaling characteris-
tics: the power of a quantum computer increases exponen-
tially with the number of quantum bits it processes. Con-
sequently, upon integrating quantum devices via a quan-
tum internet, we are left with something significantly more
powerful than the sum of its parts. Distributed quantum
computing is also applicable at the nanoscale, specifically
in designing quantum chips. As the architecture of a single
quantum processor approaches its limits, combining multi-
ple processors with classical and quantum communication
links could provide a promising solution [285]. In IBM’s
recent development roadmap, it is considered that getting
beyond single-chip processors is the key to overcoming
the scalability problem [287, 288]. Nevertheless, the dis-
tributed architecture would also introduce new challenges,
particularly, the compilation of a quantum algorithm into a
distributed manner and the realization of multi-qubit gates
across different quantum processing units. Some frame-
works for compiling distributed quantum programs have
been recently proposed in [289–292], where non-local op-
erations are replaced with local operations on shared en-
tanglement [293, 294]. Advances in the implementation
of nonlocal gates across different modules have been re-
ported in [295–297]. From another perspective, distributed
quantum computing may also refer to computational tasks
that are inherently distributed [298–302]. One represen-
tative example is quantum fingerprinting, where a third-
party needs to check the consistency of the other two par-
ties’ input. Utilizing quantum superposition, the amount
of communication can be exponentially smaller than the
comparable classical case [303, 304].

C. Applications in quantum sensing

1. Clock synchronization

A wide range of technologies, such as data transfer net-
works, financial trading, airport traffic control, telecom-
munication networks, global positioning systems, and long
baseline interferometry, rely heavily on access to a glob-
ally agreed-upon standard time, making clock synchro-
nization a critical task on the internet. Conventionally,
there are two basic techniques for synchronizing clocks.
The usual procedure is Einstein Synchronization, which
requires an operational line-of-sight exchange of light
pulses between two observers [305]. A less popular al-
ternative is Eddington’s Slow Clock Transport [306], in
which the two clocks A and B are first synchronized lo-
cally and then transported adiabatically to their separate
destinations. One obvious drawback of these methods is
that either light or matter is physically exchanged, making
them vulnerable to the quality of the intervening medium
(e.g., the atmosphere). In 2000, Jozsa et al. proposed a
clock synchronization scheme based on quantum entan-
glement that leverages pre-shared entanglement between
two clocks located at different spatial locations [16]. The
intrinsic correlation in quantum entanglement makes it a
reliable method for synchronizing clocks regardless of the

intervening medium or distance, distinguishing it from
the conventional methods. The original two-partite quan-
tum clock synchronization protocol has been improved and
generalized to the multi-partite scenarios [307–310]. Ex-
perimental verifications of these protocols have been re-
ported in [311–314]. In particular, experimental tests with
quantum clock synchronization have shown timing preci-
sion up to 51 picosecond [315]. It is believed that a highly
accurate and secure global time distribution network in
the future quantum internet would enable many terrestrial
applications for scientific exploration, commercial utility,
and national defense [316].

2. Longer-baseline telescopes

For a better understanding of the universe, we need to
observe smaller and finer details of astronomical objects.
This can be achieved by enlarging the primary mirror of a
telescope and thereby increasing its resolution. However,
the diameter of mirrors we can manufacture is limited.
An alternative approach is using the interferometry tech-
nique, which combines telescope arrays into a virtual in-
strument with a diameter equivalent to the size of the sep-
aration between the individual telescopes. By interfering
the light gathered at sites across the array, a synthetic aper-
ture with resolution proportional to the length of the array
can be realized [317]. Nonetheless, due to the photon loss
during transmission, the baseline lengths of the interfer-
ometers are constrained, which subsequently restricts the
resolution of the telescopes. One potential method to cir-
cumvent the limit is to adopt quantum teleportation-based
interference, which was first suggested by Gottesman et
al. [17]. Utilizing post-selected quantum teleportation, one
can measure the interference visibility (which is a function
of the baseline and, according to the van Cittert-Zernike
theorem, is the Fourier transform of the intensity distribu-
tion of the light source [318]) of all baselines of telescope
arrays and image the light source. By introducing quan-
tum repeaters, the photon loss during transmission can be
effectively reduced, thus extending the baseline of interfer-
ometers. The scheme proposed by Gottesman et al., how-
ever, faces several technical challenges. For instance, it de-
mands an extremely high rate of entanglement distribution
as well as detectors with high efficiency and time resolu-
tion, which seems not feasible at the current stage. To pro-
vide a more practicable solution, new schemes have been
proposed to reduce the technical requirements [319, 320].

VII. CHALLENGES

Despite the promising future of the quantum internet,
there are still plenty of problems to overcome before a
large-scale quantum network can be realized. These prob-
lems can come from various aspects, the most important
of which are hardware, software, applications, and ecosys-
tems. In this section, we will have a brief discussion on
some of the most important issues.

a. Hardware The functionality of future quantum
network services and applications depends on the coor-
dinated development of both quantum and classical hard-
ware. Generally, the present quantum network compo-
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nents have mostly been tested in a lab setting and have
not yet been put to use in a full network configuration.
However, it can be inferred from classical networks that
to create wide-area, operational quantum networks, more
capable devices satisfying suitable requirements for reli-
ability, scalability, and maintenance are needed. These
include high-rate quantum entanglement sources; robust
quantum memory buffers; highly efficient photon detec-
tors; high-speed, low-loss quantum switches; and trans-
ducers from optical and telecommunications regimes to
quantum computer-relevant domains and vice versa. In ad-
dition, the development of classical communication is also
important for quantum networks, as classical control in-
formation is indispensable for the functionality of quantum
network protocols. For instance, the implementation of en-
tanglement swapping and quantum teleportation requires
the classical message to do suitable correction; quantum
key distribution requires the classical message to do key
sifting and parameter estimation; and blind quantum com-
puting requires the classical message to control the mea-
surement angles of computation, etc. Besides the hardware
performance, another thing to consider is the cost. The fact
is that current quantum-related devices are extremely ex-
pensive and apparently beyond the reach of most users. To
make quantum network services widely accessible to the
public, their operating and maintenance costs need to be
significantly reduced.

b. Software The nature of quantum information de-
termines that fundamental operations like information
readout and duplication in quantum networks are funda-
mentally different from those in classical networks. Con-
sequently, a one-to-one mapping from classical network
architecture (e.g., TCP/IP or OSI) to quantum networks
appears implausible. Instead, a significant paradigm shift
is required for the design of a quantum network architec-
ture that exploits the peculiarities of quantum mechanics.
This leaves us with tons of challenges in building quantum
network architectures for efficient and robust services, de-
veloping quantum operating systems for resource and error
management, and designing software interfaces for net-
work users [321]. Challenges also include entanglement
generation over multiple users, as well as the integration of
the existing networks with quantum network technologies
for optimal control and management. Despite the fact that
several architecture principles have been proposed, it is not
yet possible to evaluate, compare, and determine exactly
which one is superior in terms of network performance,
readiness for implementation, and scalability for large net-
works. A systematic benchmarking framework with rele-
vant simulation and evaluation tools is in high demand.

c. Applications Quantum networks are proven to
provide advantages in various aspects, such as computa-
tion, communication, and sensing. However, most of the
existing applications are hard to realize on current devices
with limited performance. Based on the experience with
classical networks, the development of network applica-
tions and network infrastructure are strongly intertwined.
On the one hand, the development of network infrastruc-
ture facilitates the creation of suitable applications, while
on the other hand, the pursuit of better applications will
stimulate the development of network infrastructure. In-
stead of waiting until the quantum network infrastructure
is fully built, it is more important to design applications

that work at different stages. This demands the collabo-
ration of theorists and experimentalists, as well as inno-
vations from both network designers and users. The cur-
rently known applications are more on the theoretical side
to demonstrate the superiority of quantum networks. Yet
these are just the tip of the iceberg, and there are tons of
real-world application scenarios and use cases in all walks
of life that remain to be explored.

d. Ecosystem Several prototype quantum networks
have been demonstrated in the lab environment. But the
transition from the demonstration to the operational in-
frastructure requires the collaborative efforts of all com-
munities. Particularly, it requires scientific researchers to
lay the foundation of quantum network principles; govern-
ments and business investors to finance the construction of
network infrastructures; and users and customers to actu-
ally make use of the services and propose new demands
on applications. It is anticipated that existing technolo-
gies will be significantly disrupted by the future quantum
internet. But from another perspective, the introduction of
new things inevitably results in the emergence of new chal-
lenges. When large-scale quantum networks become a re-
ality, new issues about security, privacy, ethics, and legis-
lation will arise. For instance, many quantum network ap-
plications are proven to be unconditionally secure in prin-
ciple. But they may not be hack-proof in practice [322].
With this in mind, an open and sustainable quantum net-
work ecosystem is demanded along with the development
of quantum network technologies.

VIII. QNET: A QUANTUM NETWORK TOOLKIT

A network protocol, whether classical or quantum, usu-
ally goes through several stages from its initial design to
the final deployment [324]. As depicted in Figure 6, once
a network protocol is born, it will first undergo simulation-
level testing to ensure that it performs as expected. The
process then advances to the emulation phase, which en-
tails a more comprehensive simulation of both function-
ality and execution logic. The emulation of a protocol
should simulate the working environment of the protocol
as precisely as possible and incorporate related hardware
devices, either virtually or physically. The protocol will
subsequently be implemented on a small testbed to check
whether it works properly in practice. If everything goes
as expected, the protocol will be deployed and standard-
ized on a large-scale network. Of course, a protocol may
also return to the design phase for more calibrations and
improvements.

Simulation EmulationDesign DeploymentTestbed

FIG. 6. The life cycle of a network protocol. A network protocol
is born from an initial design and then goes through simulation
and emulation steps. After that, the protocol will be evaluated in
a small testbed and finally go through the deployment and stan-
dardization processes. Sometimes it may also go back to the de-
sign step for further calibrations and improvements.

As quantum networks are still under development, a
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FIG. 5. Overview of QNET’s key modules (based on version 1.2.0). The bottom layer provides core engines for both quantum
computation and network simulation. The middle layer offers tools such as virtual devices and protocols for designing a quantum
network with customized topology. The top layer provides the users with various easy-to-use model templates for convenience. A
UML class diagram laying out the structure of QNET with more details is given in Appendix B. Note that QNET is under active
development, and the latest version can be accessed at [323].

simulation toolbox would be essential for verifying new
ideas and reducing possible trial-and-error costs. Here we
introduce QNET, a quantum network toolkit [323], which
aims to stimulate the design of quantum network proto-
cols, accelerate the testing of quantum network architec-
tures, and facilitate the deployment of quantum internet
standards. QNET is an open-source project implemented
in Python. An overview of its key modules is presented
in Figure 5. The current version (v1.2.0) of QNET mainly
contains three layers of functional modules. The bottom
layer provides core engines for both quantum computa-
tion and network simulation. The middle layer offers tools
such as virtual devices and protocols for designing quan-
tum networks with customized topologies. The top layer
provides various frequently-used model templates to help
speed up the workflow of the research and development on
quantum networks. QNET, in particular, contains a fully-
featured discrete-event simulation framework for precise
and efficient tracking of quantum network status during
simulation. It also features dual quantum computing en-
gines that support simulations in both the quantum circuit
model and the measurement-based quantum computation
model. Furthermore, QNET provides detailed modeling
of the underlying physical devices. Its simulation is fine-
grained down to the photon level, enabling verification of
real-world quantum network experiments. QNET also pro-
vides a solution for compiling quantum network protocols
into standard quantum circuits, supporting the simulation
of network protocols on real-world quantum hardware de-
vices. With its modular design, QNET can serve as a sand-
box for testing different quantum network architectures.

In the remainder of this section, we will go through
QNET in more detail. We will first discuss the key tech-
niques for its implementation, followed by a quick-start
guide to help to understand its basic usage. Lastly, we will
use several featured demonstrations to show how QNET
can be used in practice.

A. Key techniques

1. Discrete-event simulation

Discrete-event simulation (DES) is a well-studied mod-
eling technique widely used in problems such as dispatch-
ing, resource allocation, capacity planning, and particu-
larly network simulations [324]. A schematic diagram of
discrete-event simulation is depicted in Figure 7. In this
framework, all changes in the network are regarded as a
series of events occurring at discrete time points. These
events are then scheduled and processed in chronological
order along the timeline. In general, discrete-event simula-
tion has the following characteristics: 1) randomness, i.e.,
state variables of the simulation system contain random
factors; 2) dynamicity, i.e., the time evolution dynamically
affects the system status, which may create new events in
the future as the current event is executed; and 3) discrete-
ness, i.e., the system status only changes when the corre-
sponding event is executed and holds still until the next
event happens.

Timeline

Event Event Event Event

𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑡𝑘 𝑡𝑘+1

FIG. 7. A schematic diagram of discrete-event simulation. Every
change in the network status is modeled as an event on the time-
line. The simulation proceeds from event to event and holds still
until the next event happens. The simulation terminates when all
events are executed or a termination condition is reached.

Given that DES is well-suited to network simulation,
we develop a fully-featured DES engine in QNET to ac-
curately and efficiently track the system status in quantum
network simulation. The design philosophy of our DES
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engine mostly refers to [324]. In particular, it contains the
following key elements: 1) ”DESEnv”, i.e., the simulation
environment with a built-in timeline that drives the simu-
lation forward; 2) ”Entity”, i.e., the main object of the sys-
tem to simulate, such as an endnode or a physical device;
3) ”Event”, i.e., the change of the system status at a par-
ticular time, which may include the message transmission
and reception among network users; 4) ”EventHandler”,
i.e., the specific action of an entity or protocol, such as
emitting a photon from the photon source; 5) ”Scheduler”,
i.e., a scheduler that schedules events onto a timeline, usu-
ally included as a component in objects that need to sched-
ule events, such as entities or protocols.

The DES technique has been adopted by many quan-
tum network simulators. Unlike SeQUeNCe, which dele-
gates event scheduling entirely to the timeline, or NetSquid
that regards protocols as virtual entities and allows them
to interact directly with the timeline, QNET uses the de-
sign of on-demand event schedulers that can be embedded
into any object as needed, leaving the flexibility of event
scheduling to the users. By default, all components in a
quantum network and the network itself are considered en-
tities, each with a built-in scheduler for event scheduling.
As a network protocol typically changes the network sta-
tus and thus needs to schedule events, we set by default
that each protocol has a built-in scheduler as well.
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FIG. 8. A flow chart of the algorithm for the discrete-event sim-
ulation. This algorithm takes network topology, protocols, and
some characteristic parameters as input and finally outputs the
statistical results and log files for network analysis. In the main
loop, the algorithm interacts with a future event list that main-
tains the evolution of the network. At each step, an event with
the highest priority is fetched from the future event list and exe-
cuted according to the given instructions. In the meantime, new
events can be scheduled and pushed into the future event list.

A flow chart of the DES algorithm is depicted in Fig-
ure 8. This algorithm takes network topology, protocols,
and some characteristic parameters as input and finally
outputs the statistical results and log files for network anal-
ysis. In the beginning, the simulation environment is ini-
tialized. This will automatically trigger the initialization of

all entities in the environment. Meanwhile, relevant events
will be written into the future event list, which is main-
tained as a specialized tree-based data structure (i.e., heap).
An event with the top priority is then fetched from the fu-
ture event list and gets executed according to the given in-
structions. In the meantime, new events can be scheduled
and pushed into the future event list. Once the processing
of an event is complete, the next event is fetched from the
future event list and gets executed. The main loop of this
algorithm will keep running until all events are executed,
or a termination condition is reached.

2. Dual quantum computing engines

Quantum computation utilizes the peculiar laws of the
quantum world and provides a novel and promising way
of processing information. The essence of quantum com-
putation is to evolve the initially prepared quantum state
into another expected one and then make measurements
to obtain the required classical results. However, the ap-
proaches to quantum state evolution vary in different com-
putation models. The widely used quantum circuit model
completes the evolution by performing quantum gate op-
erations, which can be regarded as a quantum analog of
the classical computing model [325, 326]. Another com-
pletely different approach is given by measurement-based
quantum computation (MBQC), which is a unique quan-
tum computation model with no classical analog. This
model steers the computation by measuring part of the
qubits of an entangled state, with those remaining unmea-
sured undergoing the evolution correspondingly. By con-
trolling measurements, we can complete any desired evo-
lution. More specifically, the computation in MBQC is
mainly divided into three steps. The first step is to pre-
pare a resource state, which is a highly entangled many-
body quantum state. This state can be prepared offline and
independent of specific computational tasks. The second
step is to sequentially perform single-qubit measurements
on each qubit of the prepared resource state, where sub-
sequent measurements can depend on previous measure-
ment outcomes; that is, measurements can be adaptive.
The third step is to perform classical data processing on
measurement outcomes to obtain the required computation
results. A schematic illustration of MBQC algorithms is
shown in Figure 9. The grid represents a commonly used
quantum resource state (called cluster state). Each vertex
on the grid represents a qubit, while the entire grid repre-
sents a highly entangled quantum state. We measure each
qubit one by one in a specific measurement basis to drive
the computation.

Quantum network architectures based on different com-
putation models have been proposed [30–32, 189, 190,
193–195], and each architecture admits its own features.
For instance, the quantum circuit model has been widely
used in current quantum technology. Its working mecha-
nism nicely matches our intuition, which facilitates the mi-
gration of classical network architectures to quantum net-
works. On the other hand, the single-qubit measurements
in MBQC are much easier to implement in practice, and
non-adaptive quantum measurements can be carried out
simultaneously, dramatically reducing the computational
depth and consequently the effect of decoherence on fi-
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（a）Quantum circuit model （b）MBQC model 

FIG. 9. Schematic diagrams of two quantum computation mod-
els. The diagram on the left represents the quantum circuit
model, where computation is accomplished by performing quan-
tum gates, and results are read out by the final quantum measure-
ments. The diagram on the right represents the measurement-
based quantum computation model, where the computation is re-
alized by measuring each qubit on a prepared graph state.

delity. Moreover, the resource states in MBQC can be in-
dependent of specific computational tasks, which can be
applied in blind quantum computing (or secure delegated
quantum computing in some literature) for privacy preser-
vation [15, 327, 328]. To better utilize the characteristics
of different computational models, it is likely that a hybrid
approach will be adopted in the future quantum internet.
Therefore, we develop dual quantum computation engines
in QNET to support the simulation of both models. In par-
ticular, as far as we are concerned, QNET is the first quan-
tum network toolkit that supports the implementation of
MBQC algorithms.

As mentioned, MBQC processes the computation in
three steps: resource state preparation, single-qubit mea-
surement, and data post-processing. Each resource state
corresponds to a graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of
vertices and E is the set of edges representing the entan-
gling correlation in the state. Suppose we have a n-qubit
resource state on systems V whosem qubits are initialized
as |ϕ〉 on systems I ⊆ V and the rest qubits on V \I are
initialized as plus states |+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/

√
2. Then the

computation can be represented as( ∏
k∈V

Mk

)( ∏
(i,j)∈E

CZij

)(
|ϕ〉I ⊗ |+〉⊗n−m

)
, (1)

where CZi,j is a controlled-phase gate on qubits i and j,
and Mk is a measurement on qubit k. After the measure-
ments, we obtain a sequence of outcomes and then perform
classical post-processing. To simulate the computation ac-
cording to Eq. (1), it is necessary to store the resource state
in a vector with a size of 2n. This exponential memory
cost can be a problem when n is larger than several dozen,
which is usually the case in practice. To simulate the com-
putational process more efficiently, we design a vertex dy-
namic classification algorithm (see Algorithm 1) that di-
vides all the vertices into three categories (active, pending,
measured) and dynamically maintains these vertex sets as
the computation runs forward [329]. The intuition behind
this is that single-qubit measurements only affect the evo-
lution of their neighboring qubits. So we can postpone the
activation of irrelevant qubits at the current step. It can also
be understood as changing the execution order of entangle-

ment and measurement operations to reduce the number of
effective qubits involved in the computation and thereby
improve storage and computational efficiency. This tech-
nique helps to support the simulation of MBQC algorithms
up to thousands of qubits in certain cases. More details of
our MBQC simulator and its usage can be found in [323].

Algorithm 1: Vertex dynamic classification
Input: graph G = (V,E) of the resource state,

initial input state |ϕ〉 on systems I ,
measurement operations M1, · · · ,Mn

Output: measurement outcomes o1, · · · , on
1. initialize three empty lists, Vp, Va, Vm;
2. let Va = I , Vp = V \I , and the background state
|ψ〉 = |ϕ〉;

foreach k ∈ V do
3. if k ∈ Vp, then append k to Va and remove it

from Vp;
4. find all neighbors of k in G, denoted as
N(k), and compute W = N(k)\(Vm ∪ Va);

5. append W to Va and remove it from Vp;
6. initialize the newly added qubits W as plus

states, take tensor product with |ψ〉, and
update the background state |ψ〉;

7. perform quantum gate CZj,k on |ψ〉 for any
j ∈W and update the background state |ψ〉;

8. perform measurement on qubit k by Mk and
record the measurement outcome ok;

9. append k to Vm and remove it from Va.
end

3. Compilation of quantum network protocols

As mentioned at the beginning of Section VIII, a net-
work protocol needs to pass through a number of devel-
opment stages before it can be deployed to the network
infrastructures (see the life cycle of a network protocol
in Figure 6). Emulation, which runs quantum network
protocols in the actual quantum environment, is a crucial
stage that comes before the testbed. By utilizing the power
of quantum computers, we can remove the computational
bottleneck of simulating quantum networks with classical
computers while also optimizing relevant parameters and
checking the protocol’s performance in the quantum envi-
ronment.

A number of commercially available quantum comput-
ers, such as those based on superconducting or trapped-
ion qubits, can now support the implementation of stan-
dard quantum circuit programs, consisting of initial state
preparation, quantum gate evolution, and final quantum
measurement. However, a quantum circuit program is
not the same as a quantum network protocol, which fea-
tures both classical and quantum communications between
different nodes (not native to quantum circuit programs).
This makes it hard to run a quantum network protocol on
the current quantum computers. To solve this, we propose
a compilation scheme that maps quantum network proto-
cols onto standard quantum circuits in two steps [330],
as shown in Figure 11. In the first step, we compile the
quantum network protocols into dynamic quantum circuits
with conditional operations. In the second step, we use
the principle of deferred measurement to replace classi-
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cally controlled operations with quantum-controlled oper-
ations [60]. Finally, the resulting circuit is a standard quan-
tum circuit that can be delegated to a quantum computer.
The difficulty of protocol compilation mainly comes from
the first step, as we need to emulate quantum communi-
cation on a single quantum device. Here, we propose to
treat the spatial transmission of a qubit as the transfer of its
ownership from the sender to the receiver. That is, Alice
sending a qubit to Bob through a quantum channel can be
viewed as Alice handing over the ownership of this qubit
to Bob. A pictorial description is shown in Figure 10. In
this way, we can simulate the qubit transmission through
an identity channel. As for more general noisy quantum
channels, they can be simulated by adding suitable gate
operations before and after the transmission.
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FIG. 10. An illustration of the qubit transmission in the protocol
compilation scheme. The diagram on the left represents the spa-
tial transmission of a qubit from Charlie to Alice through a quan-
tum channel. The diagram on the right represents the perspective
of the receiver, Alice. The qubit can be considered to hold its
position still, and the transmission corresponds to the transfer of
its ownership.

Let us take quantum teleportation as an example. This
protocol involves three parties: Alice, Bob and Charlie.
Each of them has its own local operations and will in-
teract through classical or quantum communications (see
Figure 11(a)). First, Charlie prepares a Bell state on his
two local registers and sends the first qubit to Alice and
the second to Bob. Alice prepares a qubit to send (e.g.,
by a rotation-x gate) and receives the qubit from Char-
lie, then she takes a Bell state measurement on both qubits
and sends the classical outcomes to Bob. Once receiving
the qubit from Charlie and classical messages from Alice,
Bob performs conditional Pauli operations to restore the
qubit that Alice wants to send. By using the idea in Fig-
ure 10, QNET automatically compiles this tripartite net-
work protocol into a dynamic quantum circuit, which con-
tains all information about the local operations as well as
classical and quantum communications (see Figure 11(b)).
Then this circuit will be compiled into an equivalent stan-
dard circuit, which can be delegated to a quantum com-
puter (see Figure 11(c)). Notably, all of these compila-
tions are automatically handled in QNET, and users only
need to focus on the native descriptions of the network
protocols. More technical details about the compilation
can be found in Appendix C. To the best of our knowl-
edge, QNET is the first quantum network simulator that
supports the compilation of quantum network protocols
to quantum circuits as well as the emulation on quantum
hardware devices. The other project capable of interacting
with quantum hardware is NetQASM, whose public inter-
face to hardware is still under development at the time of
writing this manuscript [331].
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FIG. 11. An illustrative example of compiling a quantum net-
work protocol into a standard quantum circuit. The first step is
realized by replacing the spatial transmission of a qubit with the
transfer of its ownership. The second step is done by using the
principle of deferred quantum measurement.

B. Quick start guide

In this section, we introduce the basic usage of QNET
with the corresponding code demonstrations. Note that all
the syntax highlighted in the shaded box (e.g., ABC ) cor-
responds to the Python codes in QNET. As with a classical
network, a quantum network comprises nodes and links.
Nodes can install specific physical devices and operate in
accordance with the loaded protocol stack, whereas net-
work links usually contain classical and quantum channels
between nodes. A quantum network and its components
all belong to discrete-event simulation entities in QNET,
that is, the corresponding classes, including Network ,
Node , Link , Channel and other physical devices, all

inherit from the class Entity . Every entity can add its
components using the install method. A network, for
example, can install nodes and links; a link can install
physical channels, and so on. Moreover, we remark that
each entity has a built-in scheduler for event scheduling.
As a scheduler needs to find the corresponding simulation
environment to schedule events on the timeline, users are
required to specify the simulation environment whenever
instantiating an entity. Otherwise, it will be attached to
the default environment. With these basic settings, we can
proceed to introduce each component in further detail and
show how to put them together to form a quantum network.
The relationship between different network components is
summarized in Figure 12.
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FIG. 12. The relationship between different network compo-
nents. DESEnv is the simulation environment underlying all net-
work components. A network is composed of nodes and links,
where each node needs to install the necessary physical devices
and load a protocol stack, and each link should contain classical
and/or quantum channels.

1. Simulation environment

Here we begin with the simulation environment. Before
running a simulation, we need first to create a discrete-
event simulation environment DESEnv that is responsible
for driving the simulation of the entire network. More-
over, we can set the simulation environment to default
(i.e., set the parameter default=True ) to allow the
entities to attach themselves to the default environment
automatically. This can be done by calling the method
set default env as well. In addition, the simulation

environment provides a logging function to record critical
information during the simulation. We can also specify
parameters of the logging function, such as the path of the
output file or the level of log records, by set log . A
code example is given in Figure 13.

from qcompute_qnet.core.des import DESEnv

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Network, Node, Link

# Create a simulation environment

env = DESEnv("Simulation Env", default=True)

# Create a network

network = Network("My First Network")

# Create a node named Alice

alice = Node("Alice")

# Create another node named Bob

bob = Node("Bob")

# Create a link between Alice and Bob

link = Link("Alice_Bob", ends=(alice, bob))

# Build up the network from nodes and links

network.install([alice, bob, link])

# Initialize the simulation environment

env.init()

# Run the network simulation

env.run()

from qcompute_qnet.core.des import DESEnv

env = DESEnv("Simulation Env", default=True)

env.set_log(path="./filename.log", level="INFO")

env.init()

env.run(end_time=8e9, logging=True)

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Network

network = Network("My First Network")

# Approach 1：add nodes and links via the install method

network.install([node1, node2, link])

# Approach 2: load the network topology from a JSON file

network.load_topology_from("filename.json")

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Node

alice = Node("Alice")

network.install(alice)

…

alice.send_classical_msg(dst=bob, msg=cmsg)

alice.send_quantum_msg(dst=bob, msg=qmsg)

FIG. 13. Code example for creating a simulation environment.

Now we have successfully created a simulation environ-
ment and set its configuration. The next step is to construct
the quantum network we want to simulate, which will be
detailed in subsequent sections. Once this is done, we need
to call the init method to initialize the environment.
This step is mandatory, and it will automatically call the
init method of each Entity for initialization. After

this, we can launch the network simulation by calling the
run method of DESEnv . The duration of the simulation

can be specified by passing the parameter end time (the
time unit is picosecond by default, and the time we talk
about here is not the actual CPU time but a virtual time). If
no end time is specified, the run method will take its
default value (which is infinity), meaning that the simula-
tion will keep running until all future events are executed.
Moreover, we can set the boolean value of the parameter
logging , which is False by default, to decide whether

to output the log files of the simulation. A code example is

given in Figure 14.

from qcompute_qnet.core.des import DESEnv

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Network, Node, Link

# Create a simulation environment

env = DESEnv("Simulation Env", default=True)

# Create a network

network = Network("My First Network")

# Create a node named Alice

alice = Node("Alice")

# Create another node named Bob

bob = Node("Bob")

# Create a link between Alice and Bob

link = Link("Alice_Bob", ends=(alice, bob))

# Build up the network from nodes and links

network.install([alice, bob, link])

# Initialize the simulation environment

env.init()

# Run the network simulation

env.run()

from qcompute_qnet.core.des import DESEnv

env = DESEnv("Simulation Env", default=True)

env.set_log(path="./filename.log", level="INFO")

env.init()

env.run(end_time=8e9, logging=True)

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Network

network = Network("My First Network")

# Approach 1：add nodes and links via the install method

network.install([node1, node2, link])

# Approach 2: load the network topology from a JSON file

network.load_topology_from("filename.json")

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Node

alice = Node("Alice")

network.install(alice)

…

alice.send_classical_msg(dst=bob, msg=cmsg)

alice.send_quantum_msg(dst=bob, msg=qmsg)

FIG. 14. Code example for running the simulation.

2. Network

After the simulation environment, we need to construct
a Network to group nodes and links. The Network

inherits from the class Entity and will be automati-
cally attached to the default simulation environment once
instantiated if no specific environment is assigned. The
Network will be initialized with the environment, which

checks relevant network configurations and calculates the
routing tables. In this version, we use static routing via the
shortest-path algorithm.

QNET provides two approaches to constructing the
quantum network topology. The first approach is to
create nodes and links manually and add them via the
install method. The second approach is to load the

network topology from a saved JSON file by using the
load topology from method, which installs nodes and

links according to the descriptions therein. For users’ con-
venience, the Network class allows printing its topol-
ogy by calling the print classical topology or
print quantum topology method. A code example is

given in Figure 15.

from qcompute_qnet.core.des import DESEnv

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Network, Node, Link

# Create a simulation environment

env = DESEnv("Simulation Env", default=True)

# Create a network

network = Network("My First Network")

# Create a node named Alice

alice = Node("Alice")

# Create another node named Bob

bob = Node("Bob")

# Create a link between Alice and Bob

link = Link("Alice_Bob", ends=(alice, bob))

# Build up the network from nodes and links

network.install([alice, bob, link])

# Initialize the simulation environment

env.init()

# Run the network simulation

env.run()

from qcompute_qnet.core.des import DESEnv

env = DESEnv("Simulation Env", default=True)

env.set_log(path="./filename.log", level="INFO")

env.init()

env.run(end_time=8e9, logging=True)

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Network

network = Network("My First Network")

# Approach 1：add nodes and links via the install method

network.install([node1, node2, link])

# Approach 2: load the network topology from a JSON file

network.load_topology_from("filename.json")

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Node

alice = Node("Alice")

network.install(alice)

…

alice.send_classical_msg(dst=bob, msg=cmsg)

alice.send_quantum_msg(dst=bob, msg=qmsg)

FIG. 15. Code example for quantum network configuration.

Now we have constructed the framework of a quantum
network. The next step is to fill in the nodes and links.

3. Node

Nodes, such as users and routers in a network, are im-
plemented by Node in QNET, which are entities capable
of information processing and communication. We can
call the install method of Network to add nodes
to it. A node can send classical or quantum messages
to the other node by calling the send classical msg

or send quantum msg method with a specified desti-
nation node parameter dst . In discrete-event simula-
tion, calling these methods will actually schedule the cor-
responding events whose actions are calling methods of
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receive classical msg or receive quantum msg
in the destination node for message’s receiving. A code
example is given in Figure 16.

from qcompute_qnet.core.des import DESEnv

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Network, Node, Link

# Create a simulation environment

env = DESEnv("Simulation Env", default=True)

# Create a network

network = Network("My First Network")

# Create a node named Alice

alice = Node("Alice")

# Create another node named Bob

bob = Node("Bob")

# Create a link between Alice and Bob

link = Link("Alice_Bob", ends=(alice, bob))

# Build up the network from nodes and links

network.install([alice, bob, link])

# Initialize the simulation environment

env.init()

# Run the network simulation

env.run()

from qcompute_qnet.core.des import DESEnv

env = DESEnv("Simulation Env", default=True)

env.set_log(path="./filename.log", level="INFO")

env.init()

env.run(end_time=8e9, logging=True)

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Network

network = Network("My First Network")

# Approach 1：add nodes and links via the install method

network.install([node1, node2, link])

# Approach 2: load the network topology from a JSON file

network.load_topology_from("filename.json")

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Node

alice = Node("Alice")

network.install(alice)

…

alice.send_classical_msg(dst=bob, msg=cmsg)

alice.send_quantum_msg(dst=bob, msg=qmsg)

FIG. 16. Code example for creating nodes and sending classi-
cal/quantum messages.

a. Install physical devices After creating nodes, we
need to add physical devices to them according to their
usage scenarios. For instance, a node for quantum key dis-
tribution usually contains at least a photon source (e.g.,
PhotonSource ) for key encoding or a photon detector

(e.g., PolarizationDetector ) for information read-
out. These physical devices can be added to a Node by
calling the install method. A code example is given in
Figure 17.

from qcompute_qnet.devices.source import PhotonSource

from qcompute_qnet.devices.detector import 

PolarizationDetector

source = PhotonSource("Photon source")

detector = PolarizationDetector("Polarization detector")

alice.install([source, detector]) 

from qcompute_qnet.models.qkd.key_generation import BB84

from qcompute_qnet.models.qkd.routing import QKDRouting

from qcompute_qnet.protocols.protocol import ProtocolStack

bb84 = BB84("BB84")

routing = QKDRouting("QKD Routing")

stack = ProtocolStack("QKD Network Stack")

stack.build([(routing, bb84)]) 

alice.load_protocol(stack)

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Link

# Approach 1: use connect to set the ends of a link

link = Link("Alice_Bob")

link.connect(alice, bob)

# Approach2: set ends at the instantiation

link = Link("Alice_Bob", ends=(alice, bob))

…

network.install(link)

from qcompute_qnet.devices.channel import

ClassicalFiberChannel, QuantumFiberChannel

# Create channels and connect to the nodes

c1 = ClassicalFiberChannel("c_A2B", distance=1e3)

c1.connect(alice, bob)

c2 = ClassicalFiberChannel("c_B2A", distance=1e3)

c2.connect(bob, alice)

# Create channels with the specified sender and receiver

q1 = QuantumFiberChannel("q_A2B", 

sender=alice, receiver=bob, distance=1e3)

q2 = QuantumFiberChannel("q_B2A", 

sender=bob, receiver=alice, distance=1e3)

link_ab.install([c1, c2, q1, q2]) 

FIG. 17. Code example for creating network devices and in-
stalling them to a node.

b. Load a protocol stack Aside from the physical de-
vices, we need to provide the node with relevant software,
i.e., protocol stack ( ProtocolStack ), which consists of
a collection of protocols ( Protocol ) in a layered struc-
ture. As with a classical network, each layer of the proto-
col stack relates to specific functions that determine the
rules of classical and quantum communication. A pro-
tocol stack can be customized by splicing different pro-
tocols. In QNET, the ProtocolStack class provides
a build method, which allows for building a protocol
stack and defining its hierarchical relationships. Once a
protocol stack is built, it can be loaded onto a Node via
the load protocol method. A code example is given in
Figure 18. Note that protocol stacks do not belong to enti-
ties and, thereby, should not be loaded via the install
method.

c. Frequently-used node templates As stated above,
nodes can be manually created, followed by the installa-
tion of physical devices and the loading of a protocol stack.
This gives the most flexibility in designing a specific node.
Besides, we also provide some frequently-used node tem-
plates, which can be directly used or inherited for further

from qcompute_qnet.devices.source import PhotonSource

from qcompute_qnet.devices.detector import 

PolarizationDetector

source = PhotonSource("Photon source")

detector = PolarizationDetector("Polarization detector")

alice.install([source, detector]) 

from qcompute_qnet.models.qkd.key_generation import BB84

from qcompute_qnet.models.qkd.routing import QKDRouting

from qcompute_qnet.protocols.protocol import ProtocolStack

bb84 = BB84("BB84")

routing = QKDRouting("QKD Routing")

stack = ProtocolStack("QKD Network Stack")

stack.build([(routing, bb84)]) 

alice.load_protocol(stack)

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Link

# Approach 1: use connect to set the ends of a link

link = Link("Alice_Bob")

link.connect(alice, bob)

# Approach2: set ends at the instantiation

link = Link("Alice_Bob", ends=(alice, bob))

…

network.install(link)

from qcompute_qnet.devices.channel import

ClassicalFiberChannel, QuantumFiberChannel

# Create channels and connect to the nodes

c1 = ClassicalFiberChannel("c_A2B", distance=1e3)

c1.connect(alice, bob)

c2 = ClassicalFiberChannel("c_B2A", distance=1e3)

c2.connect(bob, alice)

# Create channels with the specified sender and receiver

q1 = QuantumFiberChannel("q_A2B", 

sender=alice, receiver=bob, distance=1e3)

q2 = QuantumFiberChannel("q_B2A", 

sender=bob, receiver=alice, distance=1e3)

link_ab.install([c1, c2, q1, q2]) 

FIG. 18. Code example for building a protocol stack and loading
it onto a node.

customization. For example, we provide QKDNode that
can be used for quantum key distribution. In a QKDNode ,
a photon source and a photon detector are pre-installed.
These physical devices can be accessed through the cor-
responding attributes. Besides, an empty protocol stack is
also loaded by default, leaving the flexibility of setting the
key generation protocol (e.g., the BB84 protocol) to the
user. Please refer to the API documentation for more node
templates and their detailed usage [323].

Now we know how to create nodes in a network. The
next step is to link them together, so they can communi-
cate.

4. Link

The link, implemented as Link in QNET, is the
connection between nodes that usually contains specific
classical or quantum channels. We can either call the
connect method to set the ends of a link or specify the

ends at instantiation. As with the nodes, we can add Link

to a Network via the install method. A code exam-
ple is given in Figure 19.

from qcompute_qnet.devices.source import PhotonSource

from qcompute_qnet.devices.detector import 

PolarizationDetector

source = PhotonSource("Photon source")

detector = PolarizationDetector("Polarization detector")

alice.install([source, detector]) 

from qcompute_qnet.models.qkd.key_generation import BB84

from qcompute_qnet.models.qkd.routing import QKDRouting

from qcompute_qnet.protocols.protocol import ProtocolStack

bb84 = BB84("BB84")

routing = QKDRouting("QKD Routing")

stack = ProtocolStack("QKD Network Stack")

stack.build([(routing, bb84)]) 

alice.load_protocol(stack)

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Link

# Approach 1: use connect to set the ends of a link

link = Link("Alice_Bob")

link.connect(alice, bob)

# Approach2: set ends at the instantiation

link = Link("Alice_Bob", ends=(alice, bob))

…

network.install(link)

from qcompute_qnet.devices.channel import

ClassicalFiberChannel, QuantumFiberChannel

# Create channels and connect to the nodes

c1 = ClassicalFiberChannel("c_A2B", distance=1e3)

c1.connect(alice, bob)

c2 = ClassicalFiberChannel("c_B2A", distance=1e3)

c2.connect(bob, alice)

# Create channels with the specified sender and receiver

q1 = QuantumFiberChannel("q_A2B", 

sender=alice, receiver=bob, distance=1e3)

q2 = QuantumFiberChannel("q_B2A", 

sender=bob, receiver=alice, distance=1e3)

link_ab.install([c1, c2, q1, q2]) 

FIG. 19. Code example for creating a link between Alice and
Bob, and installing it to the network.

As the link is merely a topological concept,
we need to further install the classical and quan-
tum channels ( Channel ) for actual communi-
cations. In QNET, a classical fiber channel or a
quantum fiber channel can be created by instanti-
ating ClassicalFiberChannel (inherited from
ClassicalChannel ) or QuantumFiberChannel
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(inherited from QuantumChannel ). As with links, we
can either call the connect method to set the sender and
receiver of a channel or specify this information at instan-
tiation. Note that both the ClassicalFiberChannel

and QuantumFiberChannel are both unidirectional
channels, so the call of connect method has to set
the sender and receiver in the right order. In addition to
the unidirectional fiber channels, QNET also provides
duplex channels ( DuplexChannel ) and free-space
channels ( FreeSpaceChannel ); please refer to the
API documentation for more details [323]. Once created,
channels can be added to a Link via the install
method. A code example is given in Figure 20.

from qcompute_qnet.devices.source import PhotonSource

from qcompute_qnet.devices.detector import 

PolarizationDetector

source = PhotonSource("Photon source")

detector = PolarizationDetector("Polarization detector")

alice.install([source, detector]) 

from qcompute_qnet.models.qkd.key_generation import BB84

from qcompute_qnet.models.qkd.routing import QKDRouting

from qcompute_qnet.protocols.protocol import ProtocolStack

bb84 = BB84("BB84")

routing = QKDRouting("QKD Routing")

stack = ProtocolStack("QKD Network Stack")

stack.build([(routing, bb84)]) 

alice.load_protocol(stack)

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Link

# Approach 1: use connect to set the ends of a link

link = Link("Alice_Bob")

link.connect(alice, bob)

# Approach2: set ends at the instantiation

link = Link("Alice_Bob", ends=(alice, bob))

…

network.install(link)

from qcompute_qnet.devices.channel import

ClassicalFiberChannel, QuantumFiberChannel

# Create channels and connect to the nodes

c1 = ClassicalFiberChannel("c_A2B", distance=1e3)

c1.connect(alice, bob)

c2 = ClassicalFiberChannel("c_B2A", distance=1e3)

c2.connect(bob, alice)

# Create channels with the specified sender and receiver

q1 = QuantumFiberChannel("q_A2B", 

sender=alice, receiver=bob, distance=1e3)

q2 = QuantumFiberChannel("q_B2A", 

sender=bob, receiver=alice, distance=1e3)

link_ab.install([c1, c2, q1, q2]) 

FIG. 20. Code example for creating classical and quantum chan-
nels between Alice and Bob, and installing it to the link.

5. A complete example

So far, we have covered all the basic components for
constructing a quantum network. A vanilla example of
running a quantum network simulation using QNET is
given in Figure 21. Notably, all demonstrations in this
section have merely constructed the skeleton of a quan-
tum network; the heart of network simulation lies in the
design of network protocols, the development of protocol
stacks, and the modeling of physical devices. QNET seeks
to provide the building blocks and the simplest set of us-
age guidelines while leaving users with complete flexibil-
ity for innovation. In the next section, we will showcase
some featured examples implemented with QNET.

C. Featured demonstrations

1. Micius quantum satellite experiment

Due to ground limitations, many places cannot lay the
dedicated fibers for quantum communication. But using
quantum satellites for relaying can overcome the effects of
many negative factors, such as obstacles and ground curva-
ture, making long-distance quantum communication easier

from qcompute_qnet.core.des import DESEnv

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Network, Node, Link

# Create a simulation environment

env = DESEnv("Simulation Env", default=True)

# Create a network

network = Network("My First Network")

# Create a node named Alice

alice = Node("Alice")

# Create another node named Bob

bob = Node("Bob")

# Create a link between Alice and Bob

link = Link("Alice_Bob", ends=(alice, bob))

# Build up the network from nodes and links

network.install([alice, bob, link])

# Initialize the simulation environment

env.init()

# Run the network simulation

env.run()

from qcompute_qnet.core.des import DESEnv

env = DESEnv("Simulation Env", default=True)

env.set_log(path="./filename.log", level="INFO")

env.init()

env.run(end_time=8e9, logging=True)

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Network

network = Network("My First Network")

# Approach 1：add nodes and links via the install method

network.install([node1, node2, link])

# Approach 2: load the network topology from a JSON file

network.load_topology_from("filename.json")

from qcompute_qnet.topology import Node

alice = Node("Alice")

network.install(alice)

…

alice.send_classical_msg(dst=bob, msg=cmsg)

alice.send_quantum_msg(dst=bob, msg=qmsg)

FIG. 21. A code example for running a quantum network simu-
lation using QNET. A simulation typically contains the creation
of a simulation environment, the construction of a quantum net-
work, and the initialization and running of the environment.

to achieve and aiding in the establishment of a global-scale
quantum network. The Micius quantum satellite is the
world’s first quantum communication satellite, launched in
2016 by China. It has conducted various pioneering exper-
iments, including satellite-to-ground bidirectional entan-
glement distribution over thousands of kilometers, high-
speed satellite-to-ground quantum key distribution, and
high-speed ground-to-satellite quantum teleportation. In
this example, we simulate Micius’ quantum key distribu-
tion experiment to showcase the power of QNET in veri-
fying realistic experiments.

Key
distribution

Xinglong

FIG. 22. A schematic diagram for the satellite-to-ground quan-
tum key distribution experiment [22]. The experiment uses the
down-link strategy, in which the Micius satellite sends quantum
signals to the ground station at Xinglong. Before performing the
key distribution, the satellite needs to perform the attitude ma-
neuver and tracking & pointing procedures. The effective time
for key distribution is around five minutes.

A schematic diagram for the experimental procedure is
presented in Figure 22. Before the key distribution, the
satellite needs to go through the processes of attitude ma-
neuver (adjusting the attitude of the satellite and pointing
to the ground station) and tracking & pointing (ensuring
the transmitter and receiver are firmly locked throughout
the orbit) for preparation. Then, the key distribution ex-
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periment adopts the decoy-state BB84 protocol to guaran-
tee the security of the key and the down-link strategy for
higher link efficiency (more details can be found in [323]).
The entire key distribution process lasts for around five
minutes. The difficulty in carrying out quantum satellite
experiments and simulations stems from the fact that the
satellite-to-ground distance varies in real-time as the satel-
lite travels. The variation in communication distance af-
fects photon loss and thus the sifted key rate. Generally,
the longer the distance, the higher the photon loss rate and
the lower the sifted key rate. In QNET, we provide tem-
plates for quantum satellites as well as free-space quantum
channels. More broadly, we consider mobility to be a func-
tionality that can be loaded onto a node, such as a quantum
satellite, to enable its ability to move (see [323] for further
details).
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FIG. 23. Comparison between the simulation results and the ex-
perimental data. The horizontal axis is the time of key distribu-
tion, and the vertical axis is the sifted key rate.

In the simulation, we use the same parameters as the
original experiment in [22]. The comparison between our
simulation results and the experimental data is given in
Figure 23. It is clear that the simulation results closely
match the experimental data, thus validating the Micius
quantum satellite experiment at the software level. This
example demonstrates the benefit of using a simulation
tool for verifying quantum experiments. Even without real
hardware devices, simulation allows us to swiftly examine
protocol performance and adjust settings. This can greatly
lower the cost of protocol testing and can be necessary for
the standardization of quantum network architectures and
expensive projects such as quantum satellites.

2. Quantum network architecture with resource management

Most of the existing quantum network infrastructure is
still in the experimental testing stage and is not yet ready
to serve large volumes of users. To make these facilities
and technologies operational in the future, we need a net-
work architecture with efficient resource management. In
this example, we propose a quantum network architecture,
i.e., a four-layer protocol stack that cooperates with a pool-
ing scheme in the repeater stations, capable of processing
large numbers of concurrent requests [332, 333]. Note that
this architecture is presented in the context of quantum key
distribution, but it should be readily adapted to other sce-
narios, such as entanglement distribution.

a. Key pool Given limited resources, generating
keys for a specific request will inevitably block the pro-
cessing of other requests in the network. To cope with
multiple requests, we propose the use of key pool, which
is a battery-like queuing structure that stores and man-

ages the keys generated between two directly connected
repeater stations. As shown in Figure 24(a), a key pool
has a maximum volume (capacity) Vm indicating the max-
imum number of keys it can accommodate, a current vol-
ume Vc for the currently available keys it holds, a service
interruption volume Vi as the threshold for stopping the
service, and a service recovery volume Vr for recovering
the service. After delivering keys to user requests, a key
pool will check its current volume, Vc. If it is less than Vi
(see Figure 24(b)), the key pool will stop processing new
requests and will call the key generation protocol to re-
plenish the pool with new keys until it reaches the service
recovery volume Vr (see Figure 24(c)).
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FIG. 24. An illustration of the key pool structure. Each key pool
has a maximum volume Vm, a current volume Vc, a service in-
terruption volume Vi, and a service recovery volume Vr .

b. Network architecture The four-layer quantum net-
work architecture we propose is depicted in Figure 25.
Each endnode is equipped with a four-layer protocol stack,
with the following protocols running from top to bottom:
QKDApp protocol that generates and receives user re-
quests; QKDRMP protocol that is responsible for resource
management; QKDRouting protocol that determines the
path of key distribution; KeyGeneration protocol that per-
forms key generation with directly connected nodes. Each
repeater has the same protocol stack as an endnode node,
except for the application layer. The protocol on each layer
is not restricted and can be specified as needed. For exam-
ple, the routing protocol can be either static or dynamic,
and the key generation protocol can be any protocol from
BB84, E91, B92, etc.

The process of an end-to-end key request from Alice
to Bob is outlined as follows: 1) Alice initiates a key re-
quest and sends it to her connected repeater (the message
will be directly sent to Bob if there is a direct channel
between Alice and Bob); 2) Repeater stations receive the
request and choose to forward or reject this message de-
pending on the resource requirements; 3) Bob receives the
request message and locally sets his key generation proto-
col to be ready to generate keys with the upstream node,
then he returns an acceptance message; 4) Repeater sta-
tions along the path receive the acceptance message and
decide, depending on the node’s current status, whether to
process the request or append the request to the request
queue. When a request is processed, the repeater will gen-
erate a ciphertext message after key swapping and send
it to Bob; 5) Alice receives the acceptance message and
locally sets the key generation protocol to generate keys
with the downstream node; 6) Alice and Bob save the gen-
erated keys with their downstream and upstream nodes lo-
cally; 7) Bob receives the ciphertext message and returns
an acknowledgment to the repeater; 8) Upon receiving the
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ciphertexts from all the intermediate stations on the path,
Bob combines all the information to decrypt the cipher-
texts, and finally obtains the end-to-end keys with Alice.
He then sends a done message to Alice to finalize the key
request; 9) The repeater stations directly forward the done
message once receiving it; 10) Alice receives the done
message and sets the end-to-end keys, then finishes the re-
quest. It is worth noting that this end-to-end process can
occur concurrently among different network users. Partic-
ularly in step 4), the repeater station will add the request to
a queue if it cannot process it at the moment of acceptance.
This request queue will then collaborate with the key pool
for an overall scheduling. A request will wait to be called
and get processed until there are enough keys in the pool.

Alice

QKDApp

KeyGeneration

QKDRouting

QKDRMP

Bob

QKDApp

KeyGeneration

QKDRouting

QKDRMP

Repeater

KeyGeneration

QKDRouting

QKDRMP

FIG. 25. A four-layer quantum network architecture. The proto-
col stack for each endnode has four layers of protocols, and the
protocol stack for each repeater has three layers of protocols.

We use this architecture to examine the capability of re-
quest processing with different key pool capacities on the
Beijing Quantum Metropolitan Area Network [24]. In our
experiment, we select the receiver and the time at which
each endnode creates key requests at random. The amount
of each key request is fixed to be 10 keys, each of length
32. In the key pool, we set Vi = Vm/4 = Vr/4, and the
maximum volume (capacity) is chosen from 20 to 80 keys
with step size 10; each key is of length 32. The simula-
tion time is chosen from 0.1 to 0.6 seconds with step size
0.1. The relationship between the average number of pro-
cessed requests and key pool capacity is depicted in Fig-
ure 26. We observe that increasing the key pool capacity
increases the number of processed requests and thus the
network throughput. However, after a threshold of around
40 keys, the network throughput barely improves, even if
we increase the key pool capacity further. This is because
the larger the capacity of the key pool, the more keys it can
cache, and thereby the more requests it can process. How-
ever, once the key pool capacity reaches a certain point,
the capacity of the key pool saturates the demand for keys
in the network, leaving the throughput unchanged. This
example shows how QNET can be used to assess the per-
formance of a network architecture and quickly determine
the best performance settings. Besides, QNET can also be
used to monitor network status visually. For example, in
Figure 26, the colored nodes are repeater stations, and the
closer to red they are, the busier they can be. It is clear that
some of them are significantly busier than others and might
end up being the bottleneck for the network throughput.
This suggests that we might be able to balance the load on
the network by giving these nodes more resources.
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FIG. 26. The experiment results from the simulation of quantum
network architecture with resource management. The left figure
shows the relationship between the number of processed requests
and the key pool capacity. The right figure showcases the virtu-
alization of the network load at each repeater station. The higher
the load, the closer the color is to red.

3. CHSH game and its quantum emulation

The CHSH game is derived from the CHSH inequality
by Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt in 1969 [334]. This
game is commonly used to illustrate quantum advantage.
By using quantum entanglement, we can go beyond the
limitations of classical information processing. It’s worth
noting that Aspect, Clauser, and Zeilinger were awarded
the Nobel Prize in 2022 for their seminal work on the
Bell tests [59], which can be considered an equivalency
of the CHSH game mentioned here. The game features
three parties: one referee and two cooperating players, Al-
ice and Bob. The rules are as follows (see Figure 27): 1)
The referee chooses two questions x, y ∈ {0, 1} at random
and sends one to each player; 2) Alice and Bob must re-
spond to the questions x and y separately and send their
answers a, b ∈ {0, 1} to the referee; 3) The referee deter-
mines whether the equation x · y = a ⊕ b is satisfied. If
this is the case, the players win this round; otherwise, they
lose. Alice and Bob are allowed to discuss an appropriate
strategy before the game begins to increase their chances
of victory. However, no communication between them is
permitted during the game. It can be easily checked that
an optimal classical strategy is provided by Alice and Bob
both returning 0 as their answers regardless of the ques-
tions posed to them. In this case, the winning probability,
which is also the optimal probability, of this game is 75%.
The players lose if and only if both questions x and y are
equal to 1.

BobAlice Referee

𝑥 𝑦

𝑎 𝑏

FIG. 27. An illustration of the CHSH game, which involves one
referee and two cooperating players, Alice and Bob. The referee
sends questions x, y ∈ {0, 1} to Alice and Bob, respectively, and
they need to respond with their answers a, b ∈ {0, 1}.

If Alice and Bob are quantum players and are allowed to
share quantum entanglement before the game begins, this
winning probability can be increased to 85%, far exceed-
ing the classical scenario and exhibiting the quantum ad-
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vantage. The optimal quantum strategy of the CHSH game
is as follows [335]: Before the game starts, Alice and Bob
need to share an EPR pair |Φ〉AB = (|00〉 + |11〉)/

√
2

which can be created from an entanglement source. Once
receiving the questions from the referee, Alice and Bob
take measurements on their qubits A and B, respectively.
Alice measures her qubitA in the Z-basis if the question is
x = 0 and in theX-basis if the question is x = 1. She then
replies to the referee with her measurement outcome as the
answer a. Bob measures his qubit B in the (Z +X)/

√
2-

basis if the question is y = 0 and in the (Z−X)/
√

2-basis
if the question is y = 1. Then he replies to the referee with
his measurement outcome as the answer b.

Using the protocol compilation in Section VIII A 3, we
can compile this three-party protocol into the correspond-
ing quantum circuits (see Figure 28) and submit them to
Baidu’s Qian Shi (a highly-integrated industry-level super-
conducting quantum computer [336]) for evaluation. We
observe an average winning probability of around 81.45%,
surpassing the optimal classical value of 75%. More de-
tails about this implementation can be found at [323].
We remark that this demonstration differs from the actual
long-distance Bell test experiments and cannot avoid the
causality loophole. But the point is that we can test net-
work protocols in quantum environment through QNET,
which can serve as a stepping stone to the next stage,
where everything is operated in the actual testbed.

FIG. 28. Quantum circuits compiled from the optimal quantum
strategy of the CHSH game. Note that the Ry gates in the case
of x = 0, y = 0 and x = 1, y = 0 have a rotation angle −π/4,
whereas the other two cases have a rotation angle π/4.

D. Comparison with related work

A comparison of QNET to other quantum network sim-
ulators is summarized in Figure 29, from which we can
draw the following conclusions. First, most simulators are
open-source and implemented in Python, but QuISP [35]
and qkdX [37] are written in C++ as they are built upon
OMNeT++ (a modular, component-based C++ simulation
framework that is widely used in classical network sim-
ulation). Second, most simulators are designed for gen-
eral quantum networks, except for QuNet [38], which uti-
lizes a method called ”quantum cost-vector analysis” to
simulate and benchmark entanglement routing in multi-
user entanglement networks, and qkdX which is special-
ized for quantum key distribution. Third, QNET, Net-
Squid [33], SeQUeNCe [34], and QuISP are the four
general-purpose simulators that utilize the DES frame-

work, which allows for accurate and efficient system track-
ing. Among these, QuISP makes use of the existing frame-
work from OMNeT++, whilst the other three simulators
build their own standalone simulation engines. There are
some distinctions in their DES designs. In particular,
SeQUeNCe schedules events for entities and protocols by
calling the method of a global timeline, NetSquid allows
event scheduling for all entities and treats protocols as vir-
tual entities, but QNET allows the flexibility of installing
an event scheduler to any object on-demand. Finally, while
the previous simulators remain at the level of simulation
with classical devices, QNET provides the compilation of
quantum network protocols and supports their emulation
in quantum environments. Moreover, QNET also features
the ability to run both quantum circuit and MBQC models.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we provide a brief review of the field of
quantum networks from both theoretical and experimental
perspectives, covering the fundamental ideas, core struc-
tures, state-of-the-art developments, and major challenges.
Moreover, we introduce a newly developed quantum net-
work toolkit, making it easier for the research and devel-
opment of this topic. It is the first quantum network toolkit
with dual quantum computing engines, making it applica-
ble to the design and simulation of quantum network archi-
tectures based on different principles. It also provides the
first method for compiling quantum network protocols into
quantum circuits so as to interface with quantum hardware
devices.

Recalling the history of the internet, we might expect
that before we can genuinely build a quantum internet, we
first need to build full-fledged quantum computers that op-
erate with millions of qubits. However, there is no cause-
and-effect relationship between quantum computing and
quantum networking. In particular, the quantum internet is
not just about speeding up computations and solving hard
problems. It can also be used to improve communication
security and provide services that would be impossible in
a classical network. Depending on the hardware require-
ments, quantum internet can have many types of applica-
tions at different phases of development [2]. It is highly
possible that we would first construct a functional quan-
tum internet before we have large-scale quantum comput-
ers, despite the fact that the range of applications may be
limited. A notable example is quantum key distribution,
which requires only single qubits to be created and de-
tected but is sufficient to demonstrate the superiority of
the quantum internet over its classical counterpart. There
is no doubt that large-scale quantum computers would fur-
ther enhance the capability of information processing in
the quantum internet, but they are just not indispensable
for all useful applications.

The future of the quantum internet is promising and sig-
nificant. However, given the numerous obstacles it faces,
its development is still in its early stages, necessitating col-
laborative efforts from various communities. Future ad-
vances in quantum networks include longer-distance quan-
tum communication, larger-scale quantum testbed con-
struction, broader access to quantum services, and the de-
velopment of more useful applications. In retrospect, the
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Year Simulator Developer Language Open-Source DES Generality Hardware MBQC

2022 QNET Baidu Quantum Python Y Y Y Y Y

2022 AliroNet Aliro Quantum ？ N ？ Y ？ ?

2021 QuNet UTS Julia Y N N N N

2020 NetSquid QuTech Python N Y Y N N

2020 SeQUeNCe Argonne National Lab. Python Y Y Y N N

2020 QuNetSim TUM Munchen Python Y N Y N N

2019 QuISP Keio University C++ Y Y Y N N

2018 SimulaQron QuTech Python Y N Y N N

2018 SQUANCH AT&T and Caltech Python Y N Y N N

2015 qkdX AFIT, USA C++ Y Y N N N

Year Nation Company

2021 UK BT

FIG. 29. Comparison of different quantum network simulators. ”Y” means the feature is supported, ”N” means it is not, and a ques-
tion mark ”?” means that we are not sure if it is supported or not.

internet’s success and diversity were largely due to creative
inventors who had access to the technology and wrote pro-
grams to make it do fantastic things like remote chatting,
online shopping, and cloud computing. In contrast, exist-
ing protocols and applications for a quantum internet are
primarily developed by quantum scientists. But this is not
how successful applications usually come into existence.
People must be able to interact hands-on with a quantum
internet and play around with it to develop and try out new
applications. An open and sustainable quantum ecosystem
involving people from different fields will facilitate new
innovations and applications. We hope that this work will
give interested readers a basic grasp of quantum networks

and that QNET as well as its future upgrades can serve as
a key platform for further explorations and innovations.
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Appendix A: Global efforts in quantum networks

Year Nation Plan/Strategy/Project

2022 Singapore National Quantum-Safe Network in the Quantum Engineering Program

2022 US The Quantum Cybersecurity Preparedness Act

2021 China The 14th Five-Year Plan for National Informatization

2021 Japan Quantum Networks Whitepaper

2021 EU The European Quantum Communication Infrastructure (EuroQCI) Initiative

2021 Australia Digital Economy Strategy 2030

2021 US Quantum Network Infrastructure and Workforce Development Act of 2021

2021 US A Coordinated Approach To Quantum Networking Research

2021 UK Quantum Communications Hub

2020 US Quantum Internet Blueprint

2020 US A Strategic Vision For America’s Quantum Networks

2020 Russia Quantum Communication Roadmap

2019 Germany QuNET-Initiative

2019 UK Cambridge Quantum Network

2019 EU Quantum Technologies in Space Policy White Paper

2019 EU European Industry White Paper on the European Quantum Communication Infrastructure

2018 Russia Russian Digital Economy

2018 EU Quantum Technologies Flagship

2017 China Beijing-Shanghai Trunk Line

2016 China Micius Quantum Satellite

2016 EU Quantum Technology in Space, QTSPACE

2010 Japan Tokyo QKD network

2009 Switzerland Geneva Area Network

2009 China Chinese Hierarchical Network, Wuhu

2003 Austria SECOCQ QKD Network

2001 US DARPA Quantum Network

FIG. 30. A partial list of the national plans/strategies/projects of quantum networks.

Year Nation Company Year Nation Company

2022 US Amazon 2017 US Qunnect

2021 US Cisco 2017 UK Arqit

2021 UK BT 2017 UK Craft Prospect

2021 UK nodeQ 2016 Canada Crypto4A

2020 Canada Xanadu 2016 UK KETS

2019 China Qudoor 2016 Canada QEYnet

2019 Canada Quantum Bridge Technologies 2015 Canada evolutionQ

2019 US Aliro Quantum 2009 China QuantumCTek

2018 China Baidu 2008 Australia QuintessenceLabs

2017 China XT Quantum 2003 Japan Toshiba

2017 Japan NTT 2001 Switzerland ID Quantique

2017 US AT&T 1999 US MagiQ

Year Nation Plan/Strategy/Project

FIG. 31. A partial list of the industrial participants working on quantum networks.
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Appendix B: UML class diagram of QNET

QNET v1.1.0 类图
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FIG. 32. A UML class diagram laying out the structure of QNET (based on version 1.2.0). The main classes in each module are
highlighted in shaded boxes, and their relationship in terms of inheritance, composition, aggregation and dependency are depicted by
different types of arrows.
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Appendix C: Compilation of quantum network protocols

In this section, we discuss the compilation techniques
used to convert quantum network protocols into quantum
circuits in further detail. We start by discussing the in-
structions that are usually used in quantum circuits. Then
we introduce the design of the local quantum register and
its instructions. Based on these instructions, we introduce
the algorithms that compile local operations as well as
qubit transmission to quantum circuit instructions. Putting
them together, we can eventually compile a quantum net-
work protocol that involves different parties into one single
quantum circuit in general.

a. Quantum circuit and its instructions A quantum
circuit usually contains quantum gates and quantum mea-
surements. It is called a standard quantum circuit if all
measurements are performed at the end of the circuit. Ac-
cording to the execution order, a quantum circuit can be
represented as an ordered list of instructions. Each instruc-
tion is identified by a triplet [NAME, REG, PAR], indicat-
ing the name of the operation, the quantum register it acts
on, and the relevant parameters (set to none if no parame-
ters). For example, [rx, 2, pi] means that aRx rotation gate
is applied to qubit 2, and the rotation angle is π; [cnot, [1,
3], none] means that a controlled-NOT gate is applied to
qubits 1 and 3, where qubit 1 is the control qubit and qubit
3 is the target qubit; and [measure, 2, none] means that
qubit 2 is measured in the computational basis. More gen-
erally, in some quantum circuits, a quantum gate on one
qubit can be conditioned on the measurement outcome of
the other qubit. Such circuits are called dynamic quantum
circuits. The classically controlled quantum gate in a dy-
namic quantum circuit can be represented by a quadruple
[NAME, REG, PAR, COND], where the COND indicates
that the operation is controlled by the measurement out-
come of the qubit to which it points. For example, [x, 2,
none, 4] means that a Pauli-X gate is applied to qubit 2 if
the measurement outcome of qubit 4 is one; otherwise, the
gate is not applied.

b. Local quantum register and its instructions Quan-
tum network protocol is different from the quantum circuit.
It involves not only local operations at each node but also
the transmission of quantum and classical information be-
tween different nodes. To formulate the local operations
of each node, we propose a design of the local quantum
register, which contains multiple units and each unit has
four attributes, qubit, outcome, identifier and address (see
Figure 33). The default values for qubit and outcome are
set to be empty, and the default value for the identifier is
the node itself. Any instruction on the local register can be
identified by a quadruple [NAME, ADDR, PAR, COND],
indicating the name of the instruction, the address of the
unit to operate (if the instruction is a double-qubit gate,
then the ADDR is a list, whose first element is the con-
trol qubit and the second element is the target qubit), the
relevant parameters of the instruction, and the classically
controlled condition of the instruction. For example, the
instruction [x, 1, none, none] means that a Pauli-X gate
is performed on unit 1 of the local register. Note that the
instructions on the quantum circuit and the local quantum
register are both characterized by quadruples. But ADDR
and REG have completely different meanings. The former
refers to the address of a local register at a network node,

whereas the latter refers to the register of a global quan-
tum circuit. The idea of our compilation is trying to build
a connection between them.

Local quantum register

qubit

outcome

identifier

address

Unit

qubit

outcome

identifier

address

Unit

qubit

outcome

identifier

address

Unit

…

FIG. 33. The structure of a local quantum register that has several
units. Each unit has four attributes, qubit, outcome, identifier and
address.

c. Compilation of local operations and qubit transmis-
sion Now we present how instructions for local registers
are compiled into instructions for a global quantum circuit.
The compilation of single-qubit operation is given in Al-
gorithm 2, and the compilation of double-qubit operation
is given in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 2: Compiling single-qubit operation
Input: a local operation [NAME, ADDR, PAR,

COND], and the current list of quantum
circuit instructions circuit

Output: a list of updated circuit instructions

1. if the qubit attribute in the local unit of address
ADDR is empty then

1.1 get the largest REG index x among all
instructions of the input circuit;

1.2 write x+ 1 into the qubit attribute of the
local unit of address ADDR;

end
2. get the qubit value of the local unit of address

ADDR, and record it as REG;
3. append the circuit instruction [NAME, REG,
PAR, COND] to the end of circuit and return it;

4. if NAME is measure then
write the value of REG into the outcome

attribute of the local unit of address ADDR.
end

Note that if the local operation is a quantum measure-
ment, the REG needs to be written into the outcome at-
tribute of the local unit of address ADDR. Since the quan-
tum circuit is not yet implemented at this point, the out-
come here stores the register to be measured rather than an
actual measurement outcome.

Similar to the single-qubit operation, we can compile a
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double-qubit operation as follows.

Algorithm 3: Compiling double-qubit operation
Input: a local operation [NAME, ADDR, PAR,

COND], and the current list of quantum
circuit instructions circuit

Output: a list of updated circuit instructions

1. set ADDR0 and ADDR1 to be the first and
second elements of ADDR, respectively;

2. get the largest REG index x among all
instructions of the input circuit and set f to be x;

3. if the qubit attribute in the local unit of address
ADDR0 is empty then

set f to be f + 1 and then write f into the qubit
attribute of the local unit of address ADDR0;

end
4. if the qubit attribute in the local unit of address

ADDR1 is empty then
set f to be f + 1 and then write f into the qubit
attribute of the local unit of address ADDR1;

end
5. get the qubit value of the local unit of address

ADDR0, and record it as REG0; get the qubit
value of the local unit of address ADDR1, and
record it as REG1;

6. append the circuit instruction [NAME, [REG0,
REG1], PAR, COND] to the end of circuit and
return it.

The compilation of qubit transmission is given in Al-
gorithm 4. Note that the transmission of a qubit does not
change the global quantum circuit, but updates the infor-
mation of local quantum registers at both the source and
destination nodes. The qubit stored in the register unit is
not really a qubit, but its corresponding register index in
the global quantum circuit. By sending this information
from source to destination, we effectively transfer the right
to manipulate this qubit on the quantum circuit. It is also
important that we reset a local unit once the qubit is sent
so that the no-cloning theorem is not violated. When the
destination receives a quantum message, it is stored in the
available unit with the smallest address as default, and the

identifier records the source of this qubit.

Algorithm 4: Compiling qubit transmission
Input: source node src, destination node dst,

address of local register unit ADDR
Output: updated quantum registers at the source

and destination nodes

1. get the qubit value of the register unit of address
ADDR and record it as qmsg;

2. reset the unit of address ADDR, i.e., rewrite its
qubit value as empty and rewrite its identifier
value as the node itself;

3. send the qubit information qmsg to the node dst,
i.e., find an empty unit with the smallest address at
the node dst, set the qubit value of this unit as the
received qmsg and set its identifier as src.

Combining Algorithm 2, 3 and 4, we can compile a
complete quantum network protocol into one single quan-
tum circuit. This is demonstrated in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5: Compiling quantum network proto-
col to dynamic quantum circuit
Input: a list of instructions of the network protocol
Output: a list of instructions of the dynamic circuit

1. create an empty list of instructions circuit;
2. foreach instruction from the input do

using Algorithm 2, 3 and 4 to compile this
instruction to a circuit instruction and update
the list circuit;

end
3. return the list of circuit instructions circuit.
Dynamic quantum circuits provide an accurate and log-

ical description of quantum protocols, but their implemen-
tation can still be challenging. Therefore, we will use the
principle of deferred measurement to replace a classically
controlled quantum gate with a quantum-controlled gate
to obtain an equivalent standard quantum circuit. This is
presented in the following Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6: Deferring quantum measurement
Input: a list of circuit instructions circuit
Output: a list of updated circuit instructions

1. foreach instruction from the input do
if COND of this instruction is not empty then

replace this instruction with [CNAME,
[COND, REG], PAR], where CNAME is
the controlled version of the instruction
(e.g., CNAME = cnot if NAME = x);

end
if the current gate is a measurement operation
then

add it to the measured gates list;
end

end
2. move all measurement instructions to the end of
the list while leaving the remaining items
unchanged;

3. return the list of instructions circuit.
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